
CHAPTER  XV
PERMANENT  WAY  AND  WORKS

A.   RAILWAY  SERVSANTS  EMPLOYED  ON  THE  PERMANENT  WAY  OR  WORKS.

15.01. CONDITION  OF  PERMANENT  WAY  AND  WORKS. - Each Inspector of Way or
Works shall be responsible for the condition of the permanent way and works under his charge.

15.02. MAINTENANCE  OF  LINE. - Each Inspector of Way  or  Works shall  -

(a) see that his length   of line or works in  his  charge  are efficiently maintained, and

(b) promptly report to the  Engineer-in-charge  all  accidents to, or defects  in  the  way   or
works, which  he  considers  likely  to interfere with the safe running of trains, at the same
time taking such actions as may be necessary to prevent  accidents.

SR.15.02. SE/JE (P.Way), who receives a report about a defect in permanent way, shall
immediately inspect way and take all possible measures to ensure the removal of defects
found and shall take action as indicated in GR. 15.02.

15.03. KEEPING  OF  MATERIAL. -  Each Inspector of Way or Works shall see to the security
of all  rails, chairs, sleepers and other material in his charge, and ensure that such of the said
articles as are not actually in  use are  properly  stacked clear of the line so as not  to  interfere
with the safe running of trains.

S.R.15.03. The stock of permanent way materials, tools, etc., not in use, shall not be left
unguarded.

15.04. INSPECTION  OF  PERMANENT  WAY  AND  WORKS. -

(1) Every portion of the permanent way shall be inspected daily on foot by some
railway servant appointed in this behalf by special instructions:

Provided that the interval between such inspections may, under approved special
instructions, be increased to once in two days in the case of lines with light and infrequent
traffic.

(2) All bridges and works including signals, signal  wires, interlocking  gear, points and
crossings, overhead  equipment  and any  other equipment affecting the safety and working
of  trains shall   be  inspected  regularly  in  accordance   with   special instructions.

S.R. 15.04.(1) The special instructions referred to in the General Rule 15.04(2) are laid down in
the respective manuals and codes.

SR 15.04.(2)  SE/JE (P.Way) must trolly over the running lines on their length at least twice a
week. During these inspections the condition of bridges, cuttings, level crossings, fastenings
besides that of the permanent way must be attended to.
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SR 15.04.(3) Inspection of signals and interlocking – SE/JE (Signal) must inspect all the
mechanical and electrical signals and interlocking apparatus and must make a night
inspection of signal lights once a month.

SR 15.04.(4) Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings – SE/JE (P.Way) and SE/JE (Signal) will
carry out inspection of Points & Crossings as per the laid down schedule.

15.05. PATROLLING  OF  LINES. -

(1) In addition  to  the  inspection  referred  to  in   Rule 15.04, whenever  any  portion  of  a
railway  is  likely  to   be endangered  by abnormal conditions such as heavy  rains,
breaches, floods, storms and civil disturbances, the  line  shall   be patrolled in accordance
with special instructions.

(2) When a railway servant deputed to patrol the line, notices any condition likely to affect the
safety of trains or otherwise apprehends danger, he shall take action in accordance with
special instructions   prescribed for the  purpose  to protect the obstruction  on  line and
thereafter inform the  nearest  Station Master by the most expeditious means.

See also GR 3.62.

S.R. 15.05. (1) Weather Warning and patrolling of line:-

(A) Weather Warning- Arrangements exist with the Meteorological Department of
Government of India for issuing telegrams of warning whenever storms, gales or heavy
rainfall are expected.

The Station Master on duty on receiving a telegram or message regarding the
weather warning will immediately pass on the information to the A.E.N., SSE/
JE(P.Way), or the Mate, as the case may be, and obtain his acknowledgement. The
mate at the station on receiving the warning message will depute two reliable gangmen
for alerting gangs between stations on either side.

(B) Patrolling of the line:-

(i) Detailed instructions for patrolling the line including bridges etc., as also the
 duties of the patrolmen and others concerned are issued by the Engineering
Department to all concerned.

(ii) Patrol Charts- Patrol charts for each section where patrolling is required to be
carried out, will be prepared by the Divisional Engineer after the publication of
the Time Table to come into force according to the instructions in force. Copies of
these patrol charts together with a statement showing places where drivers, when
running to time, may expect to pass patrolmen, shall, in addition to others
concerned, be supplied to the SSE(Loco) concerned for information of the drivers.
This would enable the drivers to know where to expect patrolmen, as they can
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then proceed with confidence when the men are present and be cautious when
men are found absent.

(iii)Patrol Books-

(1) Patrol Books containing a sufficient number of pages should be supplied to
each patrolman with a tin case.

(2) The books shall be serially numbered to correspond with the number of the
patrolman on each section. The first page of the book shall contain the name
of the patrolman, kilometrage of the patrol section and its number. The
remaining pages will contain columns for date, station, time of arrival and
departure and signature of Station Master on duty.

(3) The Patrolman whose beat terminates at station shall present the patrol
book in his possession to the Station Master on duty who will enter therein
the time of arrival and  departure and sign the book.

Patrolmen at the meeting place of their beats will exchange their patrol
books and return in accordance with their charts. In this way each patrol
book will be conveyed from one station to the other and back again.

(4) If a patrolman on arrival at the end of his beat does not find the next patrolman
to take over the book, he must proceed ahead until he meets him. The
patrolman should report the absence of any man from his beat to the Mate on
the same day if he passes the gang quarter otherwise the next day as early as
possible.

(5) The Station Master on duty will see that men come on duty fully equipped
with their lamps which are trimmed and filled with oil and that they leave for
their beats according to time.

(6) If a patrolman, who is due to arrive at a station does not turn up at the
appointed time or does not turn up at all, the Station Master on duty will take
the following action:-

(a) stop run through train proceeding into the Block section;

(b)advise the Station Master at the other end of the section to take similar
action and also advise the controller;

(c) issue caution order on Form T-409 to all trains proceeding into the block
section advising the driver to be on the alert and specify a speed restriction
of 40 KMPH during the day when the visibility is clear and 15 KMPH
during the night or when visibility is impaired.

The caution order referred to under item (c) above will be issued until
the patrol man from the other end of the patrol section arrives at the
station and reports that all is well. In cases where the patrolman does not
turn up at all, the Station Master concerned should initiate action to
ascertain the reasons thereof.
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(7) Whenever a patrolman detects any damage to the line, he will immediately
arrange to protect the line with detonators and red signal lamps, and will
arrange to send information to the nearest station or if cut off by an impassable
obstruction, to the station in opposite direction reporting the occurrence to
the Station Master. He will also send information to the Mate and SE (P.Way).
The Station Master receiving this advice will:-

(a) stop trains entering block section;

(b) advise the Station Master at the other end of the block section of the
position; and

(c) advise the control and the other concerned. When subsequently he
receives advice, that the line is clear of obstruction and fit for train
running, he will advise control and all other concerned immediately.

(C) Vulnerable points:- All the vulnerable points will be required to be watched by static
patrols, all such points being carefully selected by the D.E.N. All vulnerable points
(including vulnerable bridges) will be provided with sign-boards fixed at a distance
of 800 metres on either side of the vulnerable points. These sign boards will consists of
600 mm square board painted yellow and bearing 300 mm high letter ‘P’ in black. Its
height will be 2150 mm from rail level to the under side, and the post on which it is
fixed should be painted with 300 mm high bands painted in white and black. It should
be so located that it falls within the beam of engine head light so that it can be easily
spotted by the driver at night. When the driver of the train comes across such a sign
board, whether by day or by night, he will remain specially vigilant and be prepared
at any moment to reduce the speed of his train or stop, should he receive the signal
form the static watchmen or patrolmen at site or should he himself observe any danger
to the track. The rear of the sign-board beyond the vulnerable point will indicate to
the driver that the vulnerable point has been completely passed by his train and the
letter ‘E’ 300 mm high (Black on yellow) will appear. The locomotive drivers will be
made aware of these instructions by the SSE(Loco) of the Shed, which the D.M.E. of
the division will ensure. These instructions will apply only during the period these
sign-boards exist. The DEN’s have orders to fix these boards immediately before the
monsoon and remove immediately after the monsoon.

(D) Officers and Supervisors of Engineering and Transportation Departments during
inspection of station should check station diaries to ensure the Station Master record
correctly the time of arrival and departure of patrolman as required vide item
(B) (iii) (3) above.

SR 15.05.(2) Patrolling of the line by Gangmate and Gangman during storm and heavy rain:-
When there are sudden storms or heavy rain at any period during the year, the Mate and as many
of his men as are necessary must patrol the line by day and night, especially parts known to be
weak, high banks which dam up water, bridges through which there is an abnormal flow of
water and the ends of the cuttings. The SE (P.Way) shall ensure that such patrolling is carried
out. Special direction for the patrolling of the sections with steep gradients or tunnels are
contained in the Ghat Rules.
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S.R.15.05.(3)  The special instructions also include instructions as laid down in ‘Monsoon
Instructions’ issued by the Chief Track Engineer, North Western Railway.

15.06. WORK  INVOLVING  DANGER  TO  TRAINS  OR  TRAFFIC.- A gang shall not
commence or carry on any work which will involve  danger  to trains  or  to  traffic without the
previous  permission  of  the Inspector  of Way or Works, or of some  competent railway  servant
appointed in this behalf by special instructions; and the  railway servant  who  gives such
permission shall himself  be present  to superintend such work, and shall see that the provisions
of  Rules 15.08 and 15.09 are observed .

Provided that, in case of emergency, when the requirements of safety warrant the
commencement of any such work before the  said railway servant can arrive, the Gangmate may
commence the work  at once  and shall himself ensure that provisions of Rule  15.09  are observed.

S.R.15.06. Officials authorised to give permission to commence works:- These persons shall be-

(a) A Signal Maintainer whether Electrical or Mechanical who has been granted a certificate
of competency by artisan school or as a temporary measure by the SE (Signal) declaring that he
understands all the relevant rules and instructions pertaining to his duties and is competent to
undertake the work which may necessitate interference with points, lock bars, detectors,
signals, etc., independently may also undertake such works except  interference with the locking
arrangement in an interlocked lever frame. This certificate of competency shall be valid for a
period of five years when issued by artisan school and for a period not exceeding three years if
issued by a SE (Signal).

(b) A Permanent Way Mistry, holding written certificate issued by the Divisional Executive
Engineer concerned that he knows and understands the General and Subsidiary Rules and
instructions in the Way and Works Manual, relevant to the duties and procedure involved and
specially authorised for the purpose, may also undertake removal/renewal of a rail or sleeper
only. The certificate will be valid for three years from the date of issue and will only be
applicable to the particular section or sections mentioned therein.

15.07. WORK  IN  THICK,  FOGGY  OR  TEMPESTUOUS  WEATHER  IMPAIRING
VISIBILITY. -  In  thick, foggy or  tempestuous  weather  impairing visibility, no rail shall be
displaced and no other work which  is likely  to  cause obstruction to the passage of trains  shall
be performed, except in cases of emergency.

15.08. PRECAUTIONS  BEFORE  COMMENCING  OPERATIONS  WHICH  WOULD
OBSTRUCT  THE  LINE. –

(1) No person employed on the way or works shall change or turn a rail, disconnect
points or signals, or commence any  other operation which would obstruct the
line until  Stop signals  have  been  exhibited and  where  prescribed  detonators
used; and  if   within  station limits, he has  also  obtained  the written  permission
of  the Station  Master  and  all  necessary signals have been placed at ‘‘On’’.

(2) No work involving removal of any rail from the track shall be under taken without traffic
block, except as provided in sub - rule (3).
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(3) In emergent cases, the engineering official not below the rank of Permanent Way
Inspector grade – III, under taking such operations shall first bring the train to
stop and advice the driver of the train about the need to stop the train through a
written memorandum. The engineering official shall simultaneously arrange to
send a message to the Station Master for the need to block the track and obtain a
written confirmation of the same. In such emergent cases, work shall be commenced
only after advising the driver and bringing the train to a stop.

Provided that the exhibition of Stop signals may be dispensed with, if such
operations are performed or carried out after the necessary signals, other than
Automatic Stop Signals, have, in addition to being placed in the ‘On’ position,
been disconnected, so that such signals cannot be taken ‘Off’ again until it is safe
to do so and the corresponding adequate distance beyond such signals is kept clear.

Provided further that when the area of work is controlled by Automatic signals,
the railway servant in charge of the work shall post a competent railway servant
at an adequate distance in rear of the site of the work to stop and warn any train
approaching the affected area.

S.R. 15.08.(1)(a) The SE (Signal) or the person incharge of the work shall, before taking in
hand any disconnection of points, signal lock bars, or detector etc. will advise the
Station Master in writing on form S&T (T/351). After the work has been completed
and the disconnected gear reconnected he will again give written notice on the
prescribed form to the Station Master and obtain his written acknowledgement.

(b) In the interval between disconnection and reconnection, if it is necessary to pass train
or perform any shunting movement the Station Master on duty must advise the SE
(Signal) or the person incharge of the work, by a memo stating in which position the
points are to be set. The Station Master or other authorised staff on this behalf, shall
with the permission of the SE (Signal) or the person incharge of the work, then
arrange to set and clamp the points in the desired position making it safe for the
passage of trains. It shall be the duty of the Station Master or any authorised person
on this behalf to see that the points are set and clamped for the correct route and then
put his padlock on the clamp so as to prevent any interference therewith subsequently
until the completion of the train or shunting movement, as the case may be. The
padlock or clamp should be removed by the Station Master, or the authorised person,
after completion of the train or shunting movement, and then the SE (Signal) or the
person incharge the work can resume work on the gear.

S.R.15.08.(2) Acquaintance with the movement of trains- The Officials referred to in SR 15.06
must study the Working Time Table and special train notices so that they may be thoroughly
acquainted with the timings of trains on sections concerned where works are to be undertaken.

S.R. 15.08.(3) Works requiring total block of line in a Station yard:-

(a) Work involving the removal of rails, renewal of switches, crossing or sleepers or any
work which will affect the safe working of trains in station limits, must not be commenced
by the Engineering officials in charge of the work without previous advice
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in writing to the Station Master on duty and except in an emergency in the case of
interlocked points, to the SE (Signal) as well. Acknowledgement of the Station
Master must be received before commencement of work. Such acknowledgement shall
not be given until the relevant signals have been placed at ‘ON’.

(b) Before commencing work on a line which can be isolated from other running lines, the
Engineering official should ensure that the line has been isolated and retain the keys
of the locking devices in his possession. Where isolation is effected by the setting of
points, they must be locked by means of clamps or bolts and cotters.

(c) Before commencing work on a line which can not be isolated from other running lines,
the Engineering official should provide the prescribed hand signals, detonators and
banner flags, at point not less than 30 metres on both sides of the work.

(d) On completion of the work, The SE (P.Way) shall issue a notice of cancellation in
writing to the Station Master and, where necessary, to the SE (Signal) as well.

(e) If it becomes necessary to pass a train during the time the works is in progress or when
points are disconnected, the Engineering official in charge of the work will be responsible
for restoring the track to a condition to ensure the safe passage of the train and will
give a written assurance to the Station Master that he has done so. The Station Master
will then be responsible to ensure that the points are correctly set and locked as
required by the rules for the passage of the train. The engineering official shall not
again interfere with the track until he has received a written intimation from the Station
Master that work may be resumed.

S.R. 15.08.(4) Works requiring total block of the line between stations:-

(a) Works requiring total block-

(1) where breaking the permanent way for period exceeding half an hour is involved,
work should be done under block protection.

(2) On sections where the traffic position permits, even casual renewals of rails may
preferably be carried out under protection of block. If for any reasons, it is not
possible to carry out the work under ‘ Block Protection’ the work should be done
under the supervision of an official not lower in rank than P.W. Mistry who should
be equipped with a field telephone to keep in touch with control and to ascertain
the position of trains.

(3) In all cases on relaying/renewal of track on the approach to a bridge or on a high
embankment exceeding 2 meters in height, engineering block must be imposed.

(b) Preliminary arrangements for imposing the Block:-

(1) Except in very urgent cases, arrangements for blocking the line between stations
must be discussed by the Sr.DEN/DEN with the Sr. Divisional Operations Manager/
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DOM some  time before the block is imposed. The designation of the Engineering
official who will impose and remove the block must also be decided at the same
time.

(2) The Sr. Divisional Operations Manager/DOM will then issue instructions to the
Station Master on each side of the section which may be blocked and Station
Master of the train ordering stations concerned, stating the dates and the time
during which the section is to be blocked, the number of the last train, which is to
pass over the section, before the block is imposed on each occasion, the trains
which must be cancelled because of the block and any other particulars, and will
conclude by stating which engineering official will impose and remove the block
on each occasion . The instructions are to be issued by letter, if there is time. The
instructions must be acknowledged by the those to whom these are issued.

(3) A block must always be imposed in relation to the passing of a particular train.

(4) In an emergency, when there is no time to refer to the Sr. Divisional Operations
Manager/DOM, or when the block will not interfere appreciably with traffic, the
Station Master (after consulting control, if on a controlled section) will arrange
direct with the official requiring the block.

(c) Procedure for actual imposition of the Block-

(1) The Engineering Official who is to block the line will issue a joint message to the
Station Master on both sides of the block section to be blocked copy to ‘Control’
or, on a non-controlled section, to the Sr. Divisional Operations Manager/DOM,
the Sr.DEN/DEN and SSE (Loco) or Shedman incharge of the sheds concerned,
advising them of the time from which the block is to be imposed and asking for an
acknowledgement from each, as in the following example (official abbreviations
to be used):

From SE (P.Way)
…………………………
To
Station Masters…………and …………..copy to Control and Sr.DEN…………………….
SSE (Loco)……………………..and Shedman incharge……………

No.4 Up line between ………and ………………………..will be blocked after arrival of
9708 Up of date at …………………Reasons changing damaged rail. Acknowledge.

(2) On receipt of the Engineering official’s advice, the Station Masters at either end of
the block section which is required to be blocked will check with each other the
particulars of the message received to ensure that the information received by
both of them is the same. Each of them will then acknowledge receipt of message
to the Engineering official giving copy to the Station Master at the other end of
the block section as per following example and arrange the block:-

From To
Station Master ............................... SE (P.Way)…………………………….

Copy to Station Master………………
Control………………………..............
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No. 24 Your No. 4 received at ……........................……….Up line between …………...…
and……………….. will be blocked after arrival of 9708 Up of date at…………….......

(3) On receipt of his this message, the Station Master of the Station from which the
blocking message was transmitted, will block the line, i.e., block back or block
forward the line, as the case may be, in accordance with the procedure laid down
in the Block Working Manual. Station Master will record “Block Back/Block
forward” in the Train Signal Register endorsing time and reasons for blocking the
line. The advice from the Engineering official or any other advice in connection
with the block must be attached to the Train Signal Register or line clear enquiry
book.

(d) Procedure for removal of the block-

(1) Block back/Back forward must not be removed until the advice of removal of the
block by the Engineering official is received by the Station Master.

(2) When removing a block, the Engineering official responsible will send a joint
message to the Station Masters on both sides of the Block Section that has been
blocked copy to ‘Control’ or, if a non-controlled section, to the Sr. Divl. Operations
Manager/Divl. Operations Manager, the Sr.DEN/DEN and SSE (Loco) or Shedman
incharge of the sheds concerned, advising them of the time from which the block
is to be imposed and asking for an acknowledgement. The message must be worded
as follows, but official abbreviations will be used.

From To

SE (P. Way)........................ Station Master..................................................................

Copy to Control and Sr.DEN/DEN...............................
SSE (Loco) .............. and Shedman Incharge..............

No. 6 Block between ................................ .and .............................removed at ........ ...........

Acknowledgement.

(3) The Station Master at either end of the Block section concerned will acknowledge
receipt of the message, each giving copy to other Station Master as per example
below:-

From To

Station Master............................. SE(P. Way)......................................................................

Copy to the Station Master .......................................

Control..........................................................................

No. 26. Your No. 6, received at ........................... notifying removal of block between

................... and ......................... at....................................Noted.
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(4) On receipt of this acknowledgement message, the Station Master, who
originally imposed the block will remove it in accordance with the procedure
laid down in the Block Working Manual. Station Masters will record “Block
Black/Block Forward removed at...................................” in the Train Signal
Register. Control or the Sr. Divl. Operations Manager./Divl. Operations
Manager must advise the Station Master of train originating stations when
block is finally removed.

(5) If the official, who should remove the block is, for any reasons, unable to do so
personally, this may be done by the official of the Engineering Branch, who is
incharge of the work for the time being.

15.09. SHOWING  OF  SIGNALS. –

(1) Whenever due to lines being under repair or due to any other obstruction it is
necessary to indicate to the Driver that he has to stop or proceed at a restricted speed, the
following signals shall be shown and, where prescribed, detonators used, if on a double line
in the direction from which trains approach, and  if on a single line in each direction :-

(a) When the train is required to stop and the restriction is likely to last only for a day or
less. -  A banner flag shall  be exhibited at a distance of 600 metres on the Broad Gauge
and  400 metres  on  the  Metre  Gauge and the   Narrow  Gauge  and  three detonators
shall  be placed, 10 metres apart, at a  distance  of 1200 metres on the Broad Gauge and
800 metres on the Metre  Gauge and Narrow Gauge from the place of obstruction. In
addition, Stop hand signal shall be shown at a distance of 30 metres from the place of
obstruction, at the banner flag and at a distance of 45 metres from the three detonators.
The railway servant at  the place  of obstruction shall give proceed hand signal to
indicate to the Driver when he may resume normal speed after the train has been
hand-signalled past the place of obstruction.

(b) When the train is required to stop and the restriction is likely to last for
more than a day. –

A stop indicator shall be exhibited at a distance of 30 metres from the place of
obstruction and a caution indicator at 1200 metres on the Board Gauge and 800 metres
on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge from the place of the obstruction. In
addition, termination indicators shall be provided at the place where a Driver may
resume normal speed.

(c) When the train is not required to stop and the restriction is likely to last only for a
day or less. –

Proceed with caution hand signals shall be exhibited at a distance of 30 metres
and again at a distance of at least 800 metres from the place of obstruction. The
distance of 800 metres shall be suitably increased by special instructions, where
required.  The railway servant  at  the  place of obstruction shall  give Proceed  hand
signal to indicate to the Driver when he may resume normal speed  after  the  train
has  been hand-signalled  past  the  place  of obstruction.

(d) When the train is not required to stop and the restriction is likely to last for more than
a day. –
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A speed indicator shall be  exhibited  at  a  distance of 30 metres  from  the
place  of obstruction  and again a caution indicator at a distance  of  at least
800 metres from the place of obstruction. The distance of 800 metres shall
be suitably increased by special instructions, where required. In addition,
termination indicators shall be provided at the place where a Driver may
resume normal speed.

(2) In case the place of obstruction is within station limits –

(a)  the provision of sub-rule (1) may be dispensed with  if  the affected line has been
isolated by setting and securing of points or  by securing at ‘On’ the necessary
manually controlled  Stop Signal or signals, and

(b) approach signals shall not be taken ‘Off’ for a train  unless the  train has been
brought to a stop at the first  Stop  signal, except  in  cases where the Driver
has been  issued  with a Caution  Order  at a station in rear, informing him of
the obstruction  and the details thereof.

(3) If  the place of work  is situated in  Automatic  Signalling territory, and if the
distance between the place of  obstruction and  the Automatic signal controlling
the entry of train  in  the signalling  section  concerned is less than 1200  metres  on
the Broad  Gauge and 800 metres on the Metre Gauge and provided  the Automatic
Signal has been secured at ‘On’ :-

(a) the banner flag and three detonators referred to in clause(a) of   sub-rule  (1)  may  be
provided  at  90  and  180 metres respectively; and

(b)  the caution indicator referred to in clause(b) of  sub-rule (1) may be dispensed with.

(4) The shapes and sizes of the indicators referred to in clauses (b) and (d) of sub-rule (1) may
be prescribed by special instructions.

S.R. 15.09.(1) (a) Works requiring speed restrictions within Station limits - When undertaking any
work within station limits which may involve, danger to trains and traffic, without the
need for imposition of a total block of the line, the Engineering officials responsible
under S.R. 15.06 shall take action as per para V of Appendix ‘A’. In addition, he shall
also advise except in the case of an emergency, the Signal and Interlocking Inspector
where Interlocked points are concerned.

(b) Caution orders shall be issued as per Appendix ‘A’.

(c) Except in an emergency, the advice should be issued by the Engineering official in
charge of the work at least one day before the work is to be undertaken so that all
drivers leaving the sheds concerned may be informed in time.

(d) During the execution of any work within Station Limits which obstructs or may
obstruct any running line/lines and create unsafe conditions dangerous to running
of the trains all necessary signals must be kept at ‘ON’ in terms of G.R. 15.08.
When the work is over but the need for cautious driving continues to exist within
station limits and the driver of an approaching train could not be informed of such
restriction through a caution order at the previous station the approach signals should
be kept at ‘ON’ and the train received only after it has been brought to a stand at the
first stop signal. When the necessary caution order has been served on a driver at
previous station, the Warner/Distant signal may be taken off at an interlocked
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station for a run through train provided the Block Section ahead is clear and  Line Clear has
been obtained from the block station in advance.

S.R. 15.09.(2) Works requiring speed restriction outside station limits –

(a) When undertaking any work which may involve danger to train and traffic outside
station limits without the imposition of engineering block, the engineering official under S.R.
15.08.(2) shall take action as per para V of Appendix ‘A’ and advise also, except in the case of an
emergency, the SSE (Signal) where interlocked points in mid-section are concerned.

(b) Caution orders shall be issued as laid down in Appendix ‘A’.

(c) Except in an emergency, the advice should be issued by the Engineering official at least one
day before the commencement of the work so that drivers leaving the sheds may be advised in
time.

(d) In the case of work which can be completed by sunset of the day on which it is commenced, the
engineering official in charge of the work must arrange to take the following steps :-

(i) Post a Flagman with hand signals at a point not less than 30 metres in rear of the
work.

(ii) Post a Flagman with hand signals and place a banner flag across the line at a point
not less than 600 metres on Broad Gauge or 400 metres on Metre Gauge and Narrow
Gauge in rear of the site of work.

(iii) Post a Flagman with hand signals and detonators at a point not less than 1200 metres
on the Broad Gauge or 800 metres on Metre Gauge and Narrow Gauge in rear of the
site of  work. The Flagman must fix 3 detonators on the line about 10 metres apart and
take his stand at a place from which he can obtain a clear view of an approaching
train.

(iv)  At places where there are curves or falling gradient and at times of poor visibility,
the distances laid down in sub-para (i), (ii) and (iii) may be suitably increased
wherever necessary and intermediate Flagman posted to relay hand signals.

(v) On single line the steps described in (i) to (iv) above shall be taken on both sides of
the site of the work.

(vi) For intermediate tracks on triple or multiple lines, Engineering Indicators should
be  fixed between tracks within 300 mm. from rail level to avoid infringement of
Standard  dimensions.

(vii) If it is necessary to stop an approaching train, the Flagman farthest from the site of
the work must show a danger hand signal to the train.   The driver of an approaching
train must come to a stop on seeing the danger hand signal shown by the Flagman at
the point farthest from the site of work. After the train has come to a stand, the
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Flagman must remove the detonators and allow the train to proceed by showing
“Proceed with Caution” hand signal. When the train has passed, the Flagman shall
at once replace the detonators and continue to show danger hand signal towards
the direction from which the train will approach.

If train can be permitted to pass over the site of work at reduced speed, the
Flagman at the point farthest from the work must exhibit a caution hand signal to the
approaching train. On single line section when a train is approaching from the other
direction after passing the site of work, this Flagman shall remove the detonator and
allow the train  to pass after which he shall again place the detonators.

(viii) The driver who receives the, “Proceed with Caution” hand signal from the Flagman
farthest from the site of work shall then proceed with caution and be prepared to stop
his train short of the banner flag fixed across the line 600 metres, or 400 metres,
as  the case may be, from the site of work. If it is necessary to stop the approaching
train  short of the banner flag, the Flagman who is near the banner flag must show a
dangerhand signal to the train and stop it. If the train can be permitted to pass the
site of work at reduced speed, this Flagman must make sure that the speed of the
train has been reduced and then remove the banner flag, give a ‘Proceed with
Caution’ hand  signals to the driver to move. After the train has passed, he must
replace the banner  flag across the line(on single line section this Flagman, in the
case of train  approaching from the opposite direction viz. from the site of work,
shall remove the banner flag and allow the train to pass after which he shall replace
the banner flag).

(ix)  The Flagman who is 30 metres in rear of the site of work must if it is necessary to
stop the approaching trains show a danger hand signal to the approaching train if
the  train is to be allowed to pass over the site at reduced speed, he must show a
‘Proceed  with Caution’ hand signal and hand signal the train to move forward.

(x)  If, in an emergency, it becomes necessary to carry out such work, after sunset the
provision for protection of the site as detailed above must be complied with except
that red lights must be exhibited in the direction of the approaching trains in place
of  red hand signalling flags and banner flags.

S.R. 15.09.(3) Temporary Engineering Indicators –

In the case of such works which cannot be completed on the day on which they are taken
in hand and which necessitate cautious driving during both day and night, the Engineering
official responsible under S.R. 15.06 shall arrange to display the following indicators :-

(1) The first indicator shall be fixed 800 metres from the point where restriction of speed
has actually commenced. Provided that on the Broad Gauge when the trains are
required to stop dead, this distance should be increased to 1200 metres instead of 800
metres. This Indicator shall be in accordance with the diagram shown and shall
consist of a horizontal board 1400mm. long and 400mm. wide, fish tailed at one end
pointed at the other, and painted yellow and black. This board shall be fixed on a
2.0 mtr. high post (from the rail level to the bottom of the Board) painted with 300 mm.
high bands of white and black.
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This indicator shall be provided both for the permanent and temporary restrictions
and the indicator, when used for temporary restrictions, shall display at night two
horizontal yellow lights to approaching trains or shall be provided with luminous
paint/ fluorescent tape.

(2) The second indicator shall be either a speed indicator or a stop indicator and shall
be fixed 30 metres from the point of commencement of restriction.

(i) In the case of restrictions without ‘Stop Dead’ speed indicator shall be provided.
This speed indicator shall be in accordance with the diagram shown above and
shall consist of a yellow equilateral triangular board with 1 mtr sides and 300
mm. high and 40 mm thick black figures indicating the speed at which the train
may proceed. The Board shall be fixed on a 2.0 mtr. high post (from the rail level
to the bottom of the board) painted with 300 mm. high bands of white and black.
This indicator shall be illuminated at night by fixing a hand signal lamp in front
of it as shown   in   the   diagram or   provided   with   luminous paint/fluorescent tape.
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(ii) In the case of restriction with ‘stop dead’ a stop indicator in accordance with the
diagram shown below should be provided. This indicator shall consist of a
horizontal board 1400 mm. long and 400 mm. wide and painted with red and
white vertical strips.

The board shall be fixed on a post 2.0 mtr. high (from the rail level to the
bottom of the board) painted with 300 mm. high bands of white and black. This
indicator shall display two red lights at night or provided with fluorescent paint/
luminous tape.

A signalman shall be provided for signalling. As soon as the train stops the
signalman shall obtain signature of the driver on the ‘restriction book’ (specimen
given below) and allow the train to proceed by showing green hand signal light
at night and green hand signal flag during day.

The restriction book shall be in the following form:-

Engineering stop indicator at Km.___ Restricted speed____ Kilometers per
hour.

DATE TRAIN NO. TIME SIGNATURE OF DRIVER

Note:- The above will be filled up by the Driver of the train.
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(3) The third indicator shall be termination indicator [T/P] for passenger trains and
fourth indicator shall be a termination indicator [T/G] for goods trains. These
indicators shall be fixed at a distance equal to the length of the longest passenger/
goods train running on the section concerned beyond the end of the portion of line
under restriction. [T/G] shall be fixed normally 610 meter beyond the point up to
which restriction is so be observed which is considered adequate to cover all the
goods trains of average length.

The indicators shall be in accordance with the diagram shown above and
shall consist of one meter diameter disc painted yellow bearing 250 mm high and
40 mm thick letter ‘T’ and ‘G’ in black. The board shall be painted with 25 mm thick
black band at the circumference. It should be fixed on a post 1650 mm (from the rail
level to the bottom of the disc) and shall be painted with 300 mm high bands of white
and black. The termination indicators should be illuminated at night by a fixed hand
signal lamp as in case of speed indicator or should be provided with luminous paint/
fluorescent tape. The guard of a passenger/goods train shorter than the longest
passenger/goods train, will signal to the driver as the brakevan has passed over the
restricted length and then the driver may resume normal speed after receiving this
signal. In the case of light engines or single unit cars, the drivers will resume normal
speed after clearing the restricted length.

(4) The details of fixtures of Engineering indicators for reduced speed shall be as under: -
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(5) The details of fixtures of Engineering indicators for stop dead restriction shall be as
under: -
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(6) All indicators shall be placed on left hand side as seen by the driver.

(7) For intermediate track, triple or multiple lines, engineering indicators should be
fixed between tracks within 300 mm from rail level to avoid infringement of the
standard dimensions.

S.R.15.09.(4) In an emergency, when it is necessary on consideration of safety, the authorised
Engineering official under SR 15.06 may commence such work after protecting the lines before
issuing notice to the Station Masters concerned, if the work is likely to be prolonged, he shall
notify to the Station Master/s concerned as soon as possible. The location of banner flags,
detonators and hand signals must be selected so as to avoid stopping of trains as far as possible
on continuous steep rising gradient.

S.R.15.09.(5) Permanent speed restriction indicators -

(a) For permanent speed restriction in force as notified in the working time table, indicators
are to be erected, in the same manner and at sites as temporary engineering indicators
to indicate to drivers where such restrictions are to be observed. These indicators
should not be lit at night.

(b) Where the speed over the facing points at a station is less than the speed sanctioned at
other stations on the same section, a permanent speed indicator should be fixed on the
post of the first approach signal of the station.

S.R.15.09 (6) Periodical notice of Engineering restriction- For works involving restrictions of
speed of trains the Sr.DEN/DEN will arrange publication in the periodical gazette of the Rail-
way, furnishing the following details :-

(i) Names of block stations on either side of the site of work for the purpose of the issue
of caution orders;

(ii) Kilometrage of the site or work;

(iii) The restricted speed limit and/or stops to be observed by the drivers;



(iv) Nature of the work being under taken or reasons for the restriction;

(v) Probable duration of the restriction.

15.10. ASSISTANCE  IN  PROTECTION  OF  TRAINS.- Every railway servant employed on
way or works shall, on the requisition of the Guard of a train or the Driver thereof, render
assistance for the protection of the train.

15.11. GANGMATE  IN  EACH  GANG. - Each Inspector of Way or Works shall see that in every
gang employed in his length of line there is a competent Gangmate.

S.R.15.11. Gangmate’s responsibility for the safety of his men- Every Gangmate shall take every
reasonable precaution to ensure safety of the men working in his gang.

15.12. KNOWLEDGE  OF  SIGNALS  AND  EQUIPMENT  OF  GANG. - Each Inspector of Way
or Works shall see –

(a) that every Gangman and Gangmate employed under him  has  a correct knowledge of hand
signals and detonating signals; and

(b) that  every  gang  employed in  his  length  of  line  is supplied  with a permanent way gauge,
two sets of  flag  signals, two hand signals lamps and twelve detonators, in addition to  such
other  tools  or  implements  as may  be  prescribed  by  special instructions.

15.13. INSPECTION  OF  GAUGES,  SIGNALS,  TOOLS  AND  IMPLEMENTS. –

(1) Each Inspector of Way or Works shall at least once in every month  inspect the
permanent way gauges, flags, signal lamps, detonators, tools and  implements
supplied  to the gangs under clause (b) of Rule 15.12 and ascertain whether the
above equipment is complete and in good order.

(2) He shall also see that any defective or missing articles are replaced.

15.14. RESPONSIBILITY  OF  GANGMATE  AS  TO  SAFETY  OF  LINE. - Each Gangmate
shall –

(a) see that his length of line is kept safe for the passage  of trains;

(b) that the signals supplied to him under  clause (b)  of  Rule 15.12, are kept  in proper  order
and ready for use;

(c) that the men in his gang each have a correct  knowledge  of hand signals and detonating
signals;

(d) endeavour to prevent any trespassing by persons or  cattle on his length of line or
within the fences thereof, and

(e) when repairing, lifting or lowering the line or when performing any other operation
which shall make it necessary  for a train to proceed cautiously, himself be present at
the spot  and be responsible that the caution signals prescribed  in Rule 15.09 are shown.
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S.R. 15.14. Cattle straying on line- Cattle found straying on the line are, if possible to be made
over to the Railway police or sent to the nearest pound.

15.15. BLASTING. - No railway servant employed on the way or on any works shall carry on
any blasting operations on or near the railway except as permitted by special instructions.

S.R. 15.15.  In normal circumstances, blasting operations, the effect of which may cause danger
to the line or trains thereon, shall only be carried out with the prior sanction of the Sr. DEN/
DEN, who will be responsible for ensuring that instructions for protective measures are issued
before the work is commenced.  In emergent circumstances, where such works have to be carried
out immediately for the urgent restoration of traffic, or to prevent an accident, SSE (P.Way/
Works) may commence operations without prior sanction, and shall himself be responsible for
taking such measures as may be necessary for the protection of trains.

15.16. PUTTING  IN OR REMOVING POINTS OR CROSSINGS.- Except  in cases of
emergency, no railway servant shall put in or remove any points  or  crossings  otherwise than  as
permitted  by  special instructions.

S.R. 15.16.(1) Procedure in regard to putting in points- Each set of points on or leading directly
on to the main line must be provided with a locking apparatus of approval type, the key of which
will be kept by the SSE (P. Way) until the points are made over to the
transportation staff.

S.R. 15.16.(2) When points are put into the main line outside station limits, they must be locked
and spiked, and protected by temporary engineering indicators as described in SR 15.09(3).
The speed of train over them is limited to 15 KMPH until the points are made over to the
transportation staff.

S.R. 15.16.(3) When a set of points is laid inside station limits- The points must be kept
disconnected from the working lever. They should be locked and spiked, until they are
formally made over to transportation staff.

S.R. 15.16.(4) Alteration to running line- No alteration shall be made to a running line as defined
in General Rule 1.02 (47) or to any trap or other points protecting a running line without the
previous permission of the Commissioner of Railway Safety except in case of
emergency.

S.R. 15.16.(5) (a) When in an emergency, an interlocked station has been altered so as to affect
the  interlocking, the transportation staff must be informed at once that the station is
no longer to be treated  as interlocked. If the alteration refers to passenger running
line the Commissioner of Railway Safety must always be informed.

(b) When extensive alterations are to be made in a station yard, special rules must be
drawn up for working the yard during the progress of the work.
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15.17. DUTIES OF GANGMATE AND GANGMAN WHEN APPREHENDING
DANGER.-

If a Gangmate or Gangman considers that the line is likely to be  rendered unsafe, or that
any train is likely to be  endangered in  consequence of any defect in the way or works or
of abnormal rain  or floods or any other occurrence, he shall  take  immediate steps  for
securing the stability of the line and the  safety  of trains, by using the prescribed signals
for trains to proceed with caution or to stop, as necessity may require; and  shall as soon
as possible  report the circumstances to the nearest Station  Master and the Inspector of
Way or Works.

S.R.15.17. Precaution in case of fractures of rails- If a rail is fractured, danger signals must  be
exhibited until it can be renewed or if the rail is broken and suspended, the nearest sleeper may
be shifted under the fracture so that the sleeper or chair will take both ends. Trains may then by
allowed to run slowly until the SE/JE (P.Way) replaces the affected rail. The SE/JE (P.Way) must,
however, ensure that the affected rail is replaced, as soon as possible.

B.  THE  WORKING  OF  LORRIES,  TROLLIES  AND  MOTOR  TROLLIES.

15.18. DISTINCTION  BETWEEN  TROLLY,  LORRY  AND  MOTOR  TROLLY. -

(1) A vehicle which can be lifted bodily off the line by four men shall be deemed to be a trolley
and any similar but heavier vehicle shall be deemed to be a lorry.

(2) Any trolley which is self-propelled, by means of a motor is a Motor Trolley.

(3) A trolley shall not, except in cases of emergency, be used for the carriage of
permanent way or other heavy material; and when a trolley is so loaded, it shall be deemed,
for the purposes of these rules, to be a lorry.

S.R.15.18.(1) (a) Definition of a diplorry - A lorry consisting of 2 or more separate bored wheels
which form a single vehicle when joined together is termed as ‘diplorry’. The diplorry
shall not be used for carrying men on it.

(b) Rail Dolley - Rail Dolley is a device with two or more wheels, which in balanced
condition can be moved manually on one rail of track and can carry one rail/sleeper
in suspended condition.  When necessary the suspended material can be dropped and
the rail dolley cleared off the track.

Note :- Instructions for working of Rail Dolley have been given in S.R.15.27.(7).

S.R.15.18.(2) (a) Every trolly shall be accompanied by not less than four men for working it.
See S.R.15.27.(1) and S.R.15.25.(1) regarding manning of lorries and motor trollies.

(b) Trollies/Lorries/Motor trollies should always be pushed and not pulled, except on up
gradient steeper than 1 in 200, where lorries may be pulled in addition to pushing. Use of
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sails or any other unauthorised aid for their propulsion is strictly prohibited. On
falling gradient, the speed of a lorry must not exceed 8 KMPH.

(c) Each lorry/trolly/motor trolly shall be marked on its body as well as on its axle, its
number and the designation and code initials of the headquarter station of the person
authorised to use it.
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Form No. T/1518.
                   Sr. No.________

NORTH WESTERN
RAILWAY

TROLLEY/LORRY/OHE
LADDER TROLLEY

NOTICE

A

               Notice No._______
                          Date_______
                 Time______hours.
Depatment___________
Station______________

To
Station Master_________

Trolley/Lorry/OHE Ladder
Trolley No.___________is re-
quired to work between
___________ station and
________station on Up/Down
line at ________KM form
_________hrs. ______
minutes to _____hrs.
______minutes.

It will leave _________station
at _____hrs. _______ minutes
of this day for
station/KM No___.

 I am aware that I should clear
the Block Section by _____hrs.
______minutes.

__________________
Signature of official In Charge
_________________
Signature of Station Master
Station Master Stamp

Form No. T/1518.
Sr. No.________

NORTH WESTERN
RAILWAY

TROLLEY/LORRY/OHE
LADDER TROLLEY

NOTICE

B

To
The Official in Charge of
_________Lorry/ Trolley/
OHE Ladder Trolley. I have
exchanged advice with
station and shall issue caution
order to all trains until I
receive advice of the removal
of lorry/trolley.

The line has been blocked for
your Lorry/ Trolley/OHE
Ladder Trolley between
________station and ______
station on UP/Down line and
block will be removed only
on receipt of the removal
report of Lorry/ Trolley/OHE
Ladder Trolley.

Private Number(in words)
______(in figures)______

You are advised to ensure
clearance of Block Section
within Block permitted.
____________
Signature of Station Master
Station Master Stamp
Date__________
Time__________

Form No. T/1518.
Sr. No.________

NORTH WESTERN
RAILWAY

TROLLEY/LORRY/OHE
LADDER TROLLEY

NOTICE

C

REMOVAL REPORT
Reference:- Lorry/ Trolley/
OHE Ladder Trolley Notice
No._______ Dated_______.

______ Lorry/ Trolley/OHE
Ladder Trolley  No.______
arrived at was removed from
the track at
_____hours________minutes
at km______. Block  Section
is free from obstruction to
resume normal Train Working.

__________________
Signature of official In
Charge

Removal report received at
______hours _____minutes
on date_____20____.

____________
Signature of Station Master
Station Master Stamp



15.19. RED  FLAG  OR  LIGHT  TO  BE  SHOWN. - Every lorry or  trolley when on the line shall
show a red flag by day and a red light  by night, during   thick, foggy  or  tempestuous   weather
impairing visibility or in a tunnel in the directions from which  a  train may come.

15.20. EQUIPMENT  OF  TROLLY,  LORRY  OR  MOTOR  TROLLY. - Each trolley, lorry   or
motor trolley shall have the following equipment: –

(a) two hand signal lamps,

(b) two red and two green hand signal flags,

(c) sufficient supply of detonators,

(d) a chain and a padlock,

(e) a copy of the Working Time Table and all correction slips and appendices, if  any, in force on
that section of the  railway  over which the trolley, lorry or Motor Trolley is to run,

(f) a motor horn and a search light  (for Motor Trolley only),

(g) two banner flags (for lorry only),  and

(h) such other  articles as may be prescribed  by  the  Railway Administration in this behalf.

Note .-  The Official  in charge of the trolley,  lorry  or  Motor Trolley shall also be in possession
of a watch in addition to  the prescribed equipment.

15.21. EFFICIENT  BREAKS. - No lorry or trolley shall be placed on the line unless it is fitted
with efficient breaks.

S.R.15.21. Trolleys in use on grades steeper than 1 in 50 must have two efficient and independent
brakes which must brake all four wheels. On other sections, the trolly need have only one brake
capable of braking all four wheels efficiently. These brakes must be tested before each journey is
commenced.

15.22. QUALIFIED  PERSON  TO  BE  INCHARGE  OF  LORRY  OR  TROLLY  WHEN  ON
THE  LINE -

(1) No lorry or trolley shall be placed on the line except by a qualified person appointed in this
behalf by special instructions.

(2) Such qualified person shall accompany the lorry or trolley, and shall be responsible for its
proper protection and for its being used in accordance with special instructions.

S.R.15.22.(1) (a) The following officials are permitted to drive the trollies, lorries and motor
trollies provided they hold a current certificate of competency referred to in
SR 15.22(1) (b)
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(i) TROLLIES :- All officers and Inspectors of the Engineering, S&T, Optg., Commercial
and Electrical (OHE) department, P. Way Mistries, Gangmates, Head Trolly men
and Sr. Trolly men.

(ii) LORRIES: - All Inspectors of Engg. and S&T department, P. Way Mistries &
Gangmates.

(iii)MOTOR TROLLIES:- All officers of the Engineering, S&T, Operating, Commercial,
Electrical (OHE) departments, Motor trolly drivers and such Inspectors as may
be authorised.

(b) (i) Certificate of Competency :- No Railway servant is permitted to work a trolly/
motor trolly or lorry unless he is certified to do so by the authorised officer. Each
certificate of competency issued shall be valid upto 31st December from the date
of issue. Certificate issued from June to December may be made valid for the next
calendar year also.

(ii) The Authorised Officer for issue of a competency certificate for push trolly/lorry as
also to hold necessary examination in the relevant rules shall be not lower than
an Assistant Officer of the Engineering, Electrical, Signal or Operating department
for all staff of his department. The Authorised Officer for issuing competency
certificate to officers shall not be lower than a senior scale officer of that department.

The Authorised Officer shall then grant a Competency Certificate in the
following form:-

Shri...............................S/o...............................(Designation)........................................at
station ........................... is found fully conversant with the sections on which he has
to use a push trolly/lorry and also with all the relevant rules in respect of use of
push trolly/lorry as well as the latest changes made in them and is authorised to
work a push trolly/lorry on ............................section (each section to be separately
mentioned).

This certificate is valid upto 31st December.

Station............................  Signature.....................................................
(Authorised Officer)

Dated............................ Designation.................................................

The Competency Certificate referred to above should be renewed for each
calendar year.

(iii)The authority to drive motor trolly shall be granted according to the rules quoted
below:-

Officers or staff requiring the permission to drive a motor trolly will apply in
writing to the D.R.M. in the case of Divisional Officer or to the C.O.M./Chief
Engineer/C.S.T.E. in case of Hd. Qtrs. office with the following certificates :-
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“I (name)...................................working in the capacity of (Designation).................
at station ....................................hereby certify that I am fully conversant with all the
sections on which I have to use the motor trolly and also with all the rules in
respect of driving motor trollies as well as the latest changes made in them and
undertake to conform strictly to these rules. In case of my failure to comply with
these rules, I shall alone be held responsible.

Signature ................................

Date .......................................

The applicant will then be given an oral test by the Sr. D.S.O./D.S.O./D.R.M. in the
Division and by Dy. COM (Safety) or CSO in the Hd. Qtrs. Office and if he passes
the oral test, competency certificate shall be issued to him by Dy.COM (Safety) or
by CSO in the Hd. Qtrs. Office and by the Sr.D.S.O./D.S.O. in the Division. The
competency certificate shall be made valid upto 31st December from the date of
issue. Certificate issued from June to December may be made valid for the next
calendar year also.

(iv) The Competency Certificates referred to in sub paras (ii) and (iii) for trolly/motor
lorry or lorry may be further renewed for one calendar year, at each time, on
receipt of the following certificate:-

“I (name)....................................................working in the capacity of (Designation)
........................... ..at Station ..........................hereby certify that I am fully conversant
with all the sections on which I have to use my trolly/motor trolly/lorry and also
with all the rules in respect of driving trollies/motor trollies/lorries as well as the
latest changes made in them and undertake to conform to these rules. In the event
of my failure to comply with these rules, I shall alone be held responsible.

Signature……… ………………

Date ...................................

(v) Supervising officers and officials should test the permit holders in their knowledge
relating to driving of trollies/motor trollies/lorries as often as possible.

(vi) In the event of an officer or staff getting transferred from one station to another it
 is necessary for him to acquaint himself with all the rules in regard to any special
conditions obtaining on any of the sections within his jurisdiction and to furnish
the required certificate to the DRM.

S.R.15.22.(2) Where licence has been granted to the Manager of a Mill, coal or other company
to run a trolly on the railway within the prescribed limits, the Head Trollyman, incharge of the
trolly shall be a Railway servant appointed by the DRM and he is to hold a current competency
certificate.

S.R.15.22.(3) The Head Trollyman appointed to have charge of a private trolly shall equip himself
with a copy of the General & Subsidiary Rules and with any special orders relating to the
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working of trollies on the Section of line to which the private trolly license applies and shall
give an assurance for the same to the DRM concerned.

S.R.15.22.(4)  A pass shall be issued for every private trolly to be kept by the Head Trollyman and
shown on demand by the Station Master or other official of the railway.

S.R.15.22.(5) (a) Responsibility for safe working - When there are two or more competent
officials on the trolly/motor trolly/lorry, officials working the vehicle shall be
responsible for its safe working.

(b) While approaching level crossings, the official-in-charge of the lorry/trolly/motor
trolly should look out for road traffic and ensure safe passage of his vehicle.

S.R.15.22.(6) Conveyance of non-railway officials-

(a) Trolly/motor trolly shall not be used for conveyance of persons other than railway
officials. In special cases, Magistrates, Police, Civil, Telegraph, Military and Medical
Officials or a person requiring medical aid may be conveyed by trolly by order of the
competent authority not lower than an Assistant Officer after a bond on Form as given
in Annexure11/1 of para 1112 of the IRPWM is signed indemnifying the Railway from
all liabilities and risks.

(b) Officials belonging to P & T and Police Departments, contractors and their agents
may be conveyed on trollies in connection with works, provided they have executed a
general indemnity bond similar to the Form referred to in the preceding sub para.

15.23. ATTACHMENT  TO  TRAIN  PROHIBITED. - No lorry or trolley shall be attached to a
train.

S.R.15.23.(1) No trollies are to be carried by Mail trains except in case of an accident of great
emergency.

S.R.15.23.(2) Trollies shall only be carried in the brake-vans of passenger, mixed and goods
trains provided there is room, and that when being so carried they will not cause damage to
the other contents of the van, or inconvenience or delay to the Guard in checking and
delivering Luggage etc. When conveyed by goods train trollies shall be loaded in an empty truck
or wagon if there is one available on the train. In case there is no empty truck or wagon, the
trolly shall be loaded in the brake-van of the goods train.

S.R.15.23.(3) Trollies shall not be loaded in road vans on a van goods train.

S R.15.23.(4) No trolly shall be loaded into any vehicle of a train without the consent of the
Guard incharge of the train who shall direct where it is to be placed and Inspectors and other
requiring their trollies to be loaded in train shall give notice of the same to the Station
Master sufficiently before the arrival of the train. The Station Master shall advise the
Control if it is necessary to stop a Goods train out of course and act upon instructions given.

S.R.15.23.(5) When there is room in train the Guard shall not refuse to receive a trolly.
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S.R.15.23.(6) When loading a motor trolly with petrol in the tank the relevant rules of Red Tariff,
as applicable to motor vehicles are to be adhered to, namely ........................................ quantity of
petrol not exceeding 10 litres may be left in the tank provided that:-

(i) the flow of petrol to the carburettor has been cut off;
(ii) any pressure has been released from the tank;
(iii) the tank is in sound condition and closed by a well fitting cap; and
(iv) the engine has been run by a person incharge until the carburettor has become

exhausted and the engine stops automatically.

15.24. TIME  OF  RUNNING. - A lorry shall ordinarily be run only by day and when the weather
is sufficiently clear for a signal to be distinctly seen from an adequate distance, which shall never
be less than 800 metres.

S.R.15.24.(1) Removal of a lorry from the line when visibility is reduced - If the visibility becomes
reduced to less than 800 metres due  to storm, rain, fog or any other cause while a lorry is on the
line, the lorry must be immediately removed from the line unless running under block protection.

S.R. 15.24.(2) Working on track circuited section - On track circuited sections the official
incharge shall observe the rules as prescribed. Trollies and motor trollies (unless worked under
block protection) working on track circuited sections are to be insulated.

15.25. MOTOR TROLLY. - A Motor Trolley shall only be run in accordance with
special instructions.

S.R.15.25.(1) Motor trollies shall, in all cases, be manned by not less than 4 trolly men and may
carry upto 9 persons including the trollymen.

S.R.15.25.(2) While a motor trolly is running it should be ensured that there are at least two
persons seated in front and the load is evenly distributed between two axles.

S.R.15.25.(3) The speed of the motor trolly is limited to 15 KMPH when passing through a
station yard or over a point, crossing or turn out subject to other restrictions in force.

S.R.15.25.(4) Running of Motor Trollies - A motor trolly is normally permitted to run on line
clear only. It may, however, be permitted to follow a fully vacuum Air braked train or
another motor trolly in the same block section during day light hours and even then in clear
weather only. For this purpose, the official incharge of the motor trolly shall obtain a ‘Motor
Trolly Permit’ from the Station Master concerned before entering the block section. The Trolly
Permit shall be prepared in duplicate by carbon process. One copy must be retained by the
Station Master issuing the permit and other will remain in the custody of the official incharge of
the Motor Trolly till the block station in advance is reached where this permit shall be handed
over to the Station Master. Regular message, supported by private number should be exchanged
between the two Station Master concerned and suitable entries made in the Train Signal Registers
of the stations.   The ‘IN’ & ‘OUT’ report for the preceding train/motor trolly and the following
motor trolly shall be sent separately and recorded in the Train Signal Register. The line must not
be closed until the following motor trolly also has cleared the block section. A specimen form of
the Trolly Permit is reproduced below :-
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Form No. T/1525
Sr. No. …………

____________________RAILWAY

MOTOR TROLLEY PERMIT
(Original/Duplicate)

Station______________                                                                            Date______20___
From Station Master__________________

To___________(Officer In charge) Motor Trolley No._________

You are permitted to follow Train No. ____________/Motor Trolley No. ___________
in Block Section between Station_______and Station________ which left this station
at_______ hours __________minutes for station ________________

You are also authorized to pass Up/Down___________signals at ‘ON’ position.

On arrival at Station____________you are required to hand over this permit to
Station Master____________

Private No. received (in words)__________(in figures)____________

______________________

Signature of  Station Master
Station Master Stamp

___________________________________________________________________________

Received_________________________________
Signature of

* (Official Incharge & Designation)
   (Motor Trolley Driver)

* Strike out which ever is not applicable.

A Station Master who has signed a trolly permit is personally responsible that he neither asks
nor gives line clear for a train over the section on which the trolly is running until it clears the
section and the ‘IN’ report has been received. The Station Master who has signed for ‘Trolly
Permit’ shall not change over his duty until the receipt of ‘IN’ report.

A Motor Trolly, however, shall not be allowed to run on a Motor Trolly Permit even
during day light hours and clear weather on section where sharp curves, cuttings, tunnels,
bridges etc. exist. These sections are shown in the working time table.
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S.R.15.25.(5) Reception of a motor trolly at a station when following a train –

(a) When a motor trolly is following train, a light engine or another motor trolly on the
authority of motor trolly permit, the signals taken off for the preceding train, light
engine or motor trolly shall not be restored to ‘ON’ position until the following motor
trolly has been also passed such signals. In such cases, the motor trolly shall be
admitted on the same line as the preceding train/light engine/motor trolly.

(b) If, in any case, motor trolly which is following a train fails to arrive at the next station
within a reasonable time after the arrival of the preceding train/light engine/motor
trolly, and is also not in sight, the Station Master may put back the reception signals
to ‘ON’ to perform any shunting, conduct other movement or to open a level crossing
previously closed for the train/motor trolly movement but shall not, in any case,
obstruct the block section in the face of the approaching motor trolly. In such cases
the motor trolly will be received as mentioned in para (c) below:

(c) At stations where electric reversers are provided, or where the reception signals
automatically go back to ‘ON’ position with the passage of the train, the person
incharge of the motor trolly shall proceed cautiously upto the Home Signal on the
double line and upto the opposite shunting limit board or the advanced starter signal
in the opposite direction on a single line section, and thereafter he shall be   guided
by   the   hand   signals   of   the Cabinman/Pointsman at the facing points. In such cases
all levers including signal levers, which were pulled for the reception of the preceding
train, must not normally be put back till the following motor trolly has arrived. If,
however, for any reason, the levers have to be put back to perform any shunting,
conduct any other movement or open a level crossing previously closed for the train/
motor trolley movement, the Station Master will not allow obstruction of the block
section in the face of the approaching motor trolly.

(d) In case of (b) and (c) above, it will be the personal responsibility of the person
incharge of the Motor trolly to ensure that, before he goes across any level crossing,
the level crossing gates are closed against the road traffic.

S.R.15.25.(6) Motor Trolly breakdown.

(a) In the event of the complete breakdown of a motor trolly (i.e. it cannot be propelled
even by hand) the official incharge shall have it removed from the line at once. If the
breakdown occurs between stations and the motor trolly is running on an “Authority
to proceed” or Motor Trolly permit, the official-in-charge shall at once employ the
quickest means at his disposal to advise the nearest Station Master in writing that the
trolly has been removed from the line, and will return the “Authority to proceed” or
the Motor Trolly permit at the same time. The Station Master receiving this advice
shall immediately inform to the Station Master at the other end of the section, “Motor
Trolly which left yours (or mine) at ............... hrs.  has failed in the Block Section, and
has been removed from the track; private number........................

(b) A copy of this message shall be recorded in the train signal registers or line clear
enquiry and reply books. Following this, the station towards which the trolly was
proceeding or, in the case of Neal’s Token working, the Station Master who received  the
token, shall give the “Train Out of Section” signal for the trolly in the usual manner.
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(c) When the motor trolly has been made fit to run, whether by hand propulsion or under
its own power, the official-in-charge shall notify the nearer Station Master in writing
that the Motor Trolly is fit to run to the station to which he wishes to proceed, and
shall give the estimated time will be taken for the journey and will ask for the “Authority
to proceed” or Motor Trolly Permit. The Station Master receiving the message will
inform the Station Master at the other end of the Block Section concerned accordingly
and will then give or obtain the permission to proceed to the destination and send it
to the official-in-charge.

S.R.15.25.(7)  Motor Trollies running together - When two motor trollies are running
together in the same direction, they must be kept at a sufficient distance apart so that the rear
motor trolly may be stopped within a safe distance if a trollyman should slip from the front Motor
Trolly or if the front motor trolly should be stopped suddenly etc. On the level or on an uphill
gradient the distance between two motor trollies should not be less than between 3 consecutive
telegraph posts or about 180 metres and on a down grade or with a strong wind behind, it
should not be less than 6 consecutive telegraph posts or 360 metres.

15.26.  PROTECTION  OF  TROLLY  ON  THE  LINE.- The qualified person in charge of a trolley
shall, before leaving a station, ascertain the whereabouts  of all approaching trains, and shall ,
when  a  clear view is not obtainable for an adequate distance.-

(a) on a single line, in both directions, or

(b) on  a double line, in the direction from  which  trains  may approach,
take such precautions for the protection of his  trolley  as may be prescribed by special
instructions.

S.R.15.26.(1) Responsibility of a person incharge of a trolly and the Station Master - Before a
trolly is allowed to enter a block section, the person incharge must enquire from the
Station Master the whereabouts of the trains which he is likely to encounter. While the person
incharge has a right to accept such information to be reliable, it does not relieve him of his
personal responsibility, to ensure the safety of the trolly or for exercising necessary precautions
when the view is restricted.

S.R.15.26.(2) When it is necessary to place a trolly on the line at night or during fog, storm, sand-
storm etc. or whenever the weather is not sufficiently clear for a signal to be distinctly seen from
a distance of 1200 metres on BG and 800 metres on MG or NG, the trolly must be worked under
block protection.

S.R.15.26.(3) When after placing the trolly on line without block protection, the visibility
becomes reduced to less than 1200 metres on BG and 800 metres on MG or NG on account of fog,
storm, sand-storm, rain or any other cause, the trolly must be immediately removed from line.

S.R.15.26.(4) Trolly Signals -

(a) On certain portions of the line where, owing to curves and cuttings, or other causes
the view of the line from a running trolly is limited to less than 800 metres, trolly signal
stations are established at sites commanding the best views in both directions. These
signals are of two types and are intended for day working only.  The signals on some
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sections consist of a ball or revolving disc on a staff or suitable height. The normal
position of the ball is “lowered” and of the disc is parallel to the track. The raising of
the ball or the turning of the disc at right angles to the track to an approaching trolly
indicates that no train is in sight on the line the ball or disc refers to. The rapid raising
and lowering of a ball signal or the turning, on and off the disc signal indicates that
a train is approaching and trolly should be cut off the line immediately. On other
sections these signals consist of two white and black discs (1200 mm dia) intersecting
each other in a vertical plane suspended from a post. The “ON” position is indicated
by discs being at the bottom of the post and implies “train on section” and that the
trolly must be removed from the line. That “OFF” position is indicated by the discs
being at top of the post and means “section clear” and that the trolly may proceed.

(b) No trolly shall pass a trolly signal till signalled past except when it can follow a train
and keep it in sight.  In the absence of signal stations on the single line, one man shall
proceed and one man follow the trolly at an interval of 366 metres carrying and
displaying danger signal in both directions. Intermediate man or men to repeat signal
shall be provided if the man 366 metres away from trolly is not in sight of the trolly. On
the double line, signals shall be similarly displayed in the direction from which a
train may be expected.

S.R.15.26.(5) Running of a trolly on a section where the view is frequently, restricted, and where
special trolly signals have not been provided:-

(a) The trolly permit holder must advise the Station Master in writing to issue caution
order to drivers of all trains entering the block section concerned ordering them to
keep a sharp look out for trolly and to whistle frequently when the view is obstructed.
The permit holder shall specify the period or periods during which the caution orders
are to be issued and shall obtain a written acknowledgement from the Station Master.
On double line sections or where there are one or more adjoining lines, Caution
Order shall also be issued to Drivers of trains running on the other line or adjoining
lines, indicating the line on which trolly is running.

(b) The Station Master concerned shall, before giving the acknowledgement, pass on the
information to the Station Master of the other end of the block section concerned
under exchange of private numbers.  From that time onwards both Station Masters
shall be responsible for issuing the prescribed Caution Orders to the driver of all
trains concerned until the trolly has cleared the section.

The precautions laid down in G.R.15.27.(2) for lorries shall also be followed. The
flagman shall be in addition to the number of trollymen required vide S.R. 15.18.(2).
The flagmen so posted shall only be withdrawn when a clear view of at least 1200
metres on BG and 800 metres on the MG and NG can be obtained in the direction from
which trains may approach.

S.R.15.26.(6) When a trolly is removed from track it should be ensured that it does not foul any
running line.

S.R.15.26.(7) Trollies running together - When two trollies are running together in the same
direction, they must be kept at a sufficient distance apart so that the rear trolly may be stopped
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within a safe distance if a Trollyman should slip from the front trolly or if the front trolly should be
stopped suddenly. On the level, or on an uphill gradient the distance between light trollies should
not be less than that between two consecutive telegraphs posts or about 100 metres, and on a
down grade or with a strong wind behind, it should not be less than 180 metres.

15.27. PROTECTION  OF  LORRY  ON  THE  LINE.-

(1) Whenever it is proposed to place a lorry, whether loaded or empty on the line, the line shall,
if it is possible to do so, without interference with the working of trains, be blocked under
the rules for working of trains.

(2) Except under approved special instructions, when the line has not been so blocked and a
lorry whether loaded or empty is placed on the line, the lorry shall be protected-

(a) on double line, by one or two men as required, at a distance of 600 metres on the Broad
Gauge and 400 metres on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge, carrying a banner
flag across the track  and another  man plainly showing a Stop hand signal at a distance
of not less than 1200 metres on the Broad Gauge and 800  metres  on the  Metre Gauge
and the Narrow Gauge from the  lorry  in  the direction from which trains may
approach, or

(b) on single line, by one or two men as required, following  and preceding  the  lorry at a
distance of 600 metres on  the  Broad Gauge  and  400  metres  on  the  Metre  Gauge
and  the   Narrow Gauge, carrying   a banner flag across the track and  another  man
plainly showing a Stop hand signal at a distance of not less than 1200 metres on the
Broad Gauge and 800 metres on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge from the
lorry on either side.

(3) Each  man  so  following or preceding the lorry at a distance of  1200 metres on the Broad
Gauge and 800 metres on  the  Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge shall be provided with
detonators  and place  three on the line, 10 metres apart, immediately  the  lorry comes  to
a stand for the purpose of either unloading or loading or should any train be seen
approaching, and continue to  display the Stop hand signals.

(4) The man or men carrying the banner flag shall immediately fix the banner flag across the
track immediately the lorry comes to a stand or a train is seen approaching, and continue to
display the Stop hand signal.

(5) In all cases where the Flagmen in advance or in rear cannot be kept in view from the lorry,
additional intermediate Flagmen shall be posted to relay the signals.

(6) The Stop Signals and detonators shall not be removed until the Flagmen have
received the Order to withdraw them from the official-in-charge of the lorry.

S.R.15.27.(1) (a) The lorry must be manned by enough able bodies men to lift it, when not
loaded, readily off the line but in no case a lorry shall be manned by less than six men.
The Head Lorry-man must be fully acquainted with the rules for working lorries.

(b) In addition to the above mentioned number, the lorry must always have sufficient
number of Flagmen required for protection of the lorry in terms of G.R. 15.27 (2). The
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number must be at least one on the double line and two on single line. When conditions
are such that a Flagman either preceding or following the lorry at the prescribed
distance cannot be seen by the official incharge of the lorry, the latter must before
entering the section, take with him additional men with hand signals, who can be in
suitable position between the lorry and the Flagmen so that signals from the Flagmen
can be repeated to the person in charge of the lorry and vice versa.

S.R.15.27.(2) Responsibility of official-in-charge of a lorry and the Station Master:-

(a) No lorry loaded with material shall be placed on the line without permission of
Station Master concerned in writing or by wire and unless it is in charge of an
Engineer, Inspector or such other person of the Engineering & S&T Branches as may
be authorised by the Divisional Railway Manager.

(b) Where it is impracticable to comply with G.R. 15.27 (1) the following procedure shall
be followed:-

(i) The person incharge of the lorry shall inform the Station Master on portion (A) of
the Lorry Notice form no. T/1518, confirming the advice to one block section at a
time so that the block may be kept to the minimum and the punctuality of trains is
not affected. This form shall be written out in triplicate and shall show the
kilometres over which and the time during which the lorry is required to be
worked.

(ii) The Station Master shall on receipt of this advice, pass on the information under
exchange of private numbers to the Station Master at the other end of the block
section concerned and ascertain what trains are expected from that direction
specially during the period specified on portion ‘A’. He shall then fill up portion
‘B’ of all the three foils of the form and return two foils to the official incharge of
the lorry, retaining one for his own record.

(iii)Caution orders will be issued, according to Appendix ‘A’ of the General and
Subsidiary Rules, to the Drivers of all trains entering the block section ordering
them to keep a sharp look out for the lorry and to whistle frequently whenever the
view is restricted to less than 1200 metres on the Broad Gauge and 800 metres on
the Metre Gauge and Narrow Gauge, due to any reason, e.g. fog, storm, poor
visibility, curve, etc. On double line section, or where there are one or more
adjoining lines “Caution Order” shall also be issued to drivers of trains running
on the other lines or adjoining lines; indicating the line on which the lorry is
running. These ‘Caution Orders’ will continue to be issued till the lorry clear the
section.

(iv) If telephonic communication is interrupted and the Station Master is unable to
communicate with the Station Master at the other end of the block section,
portion ‘B’ of the form referred must be endorsed accordingly.   As soon as
communication between the two stations is restored the message referred to in
clause (ii) above will be exchanged if the lorry has not already cleared the
section. As a reminder that the lorry is working in the block section and ‘Caution
Order’ must be issued, a small placard bearing the words ‘Lorry on Line’ shall be
hung in front of the Block Instrument until advice of the removal of the lorry is
received.
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(v) On arrival of the lorry at the other end of the block section the official incharge
shall fill in portion ‘C’ of both foils of the form referred and send these foils to the
Station Master, who will sign and return one foil, retaining the other for his own
record. This Station Master will then advise the Station Master at other end of the
block section of the fact that the lorry has cleared the section. Action will be
taken as in Appendix ‘A’ of the General and Subsidiary Rules to discontinue issue
of Caution Orders.

(vi) If the lorry is removed from the track in the Block section and if it is not intended
to place it on the track again, the Official incharge of the lorry shall fill in portion
‘C’ of the form referred to and send it to the Station Master of the nearest station.
If this station happens to be a non-block station, the Station Master will forward
the advice by first available train to the next block station. The Station Master of
the block station receiving the advice shall then advise the Station Master at the
other end of the block section by telephone or telegraph of the removal of the
lorry exchanging private numbers for the message. Action will be taken as in
Appendix ‘A’ of the General and Subsidiary Rule to discontinue the issue of
caution order.

(vii) Station Masters at both ends of the block section enter remarks in the Train
Signal Register showing the time at which the lorry entered and cleared the block
section.

(c) The person incharge of the lorry shall advise the Station Master of the removal of  the
lorry from the line as soon as it is possible.

(d) On sections where control working is in force, the Station Master shall advise
controllers of the running of lorries to enable them to make necessary arrangements
with regard to train services and to enable them to act as per Appendix ‘A’ of the
General and Subsidiary Rules.

(e) A lorry shall be worked by blocking the section, when
(i) it is necessary during an emergency to run it at night, or

(ii) the visibility is restricted as on certain sections, or

(iii) it is to be run during storm, rain, fog, or tempestuous weather or when the
conditions of G.R. 15.24 cannot be fulfilled.

(iv) it is loaded with rails, girders or specially heavy material which will cause delay
in unloading, and

(v) when it is to run on a section where sharp curved, cuttings, tunnels, bridges etc.
exist. These sections are shown in the working time table.

(f) Working under block protection:-

(i) Before obtaining line clear, the Official Incharge of a lorry should advise the
Station Master/Cabin Signalman whether it is his intention to return to that
station or to run to the other end of the block section, or to remove the lorry in
midsection.

(ii) On the double line, the Official-in-charge should run the lorry on the proper line,
i.e. along the line in the direction which trains run, except when returning to the
original starting station/block post.
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(iii)In case the official incharge of the lorry advises the Station Master/Cabin Signalman
his intention to go to the end of the block section then:

(a) On the single line, the official incharge should have in his possession the
correct authority to proceed viz. the token/tablet/line clear ticket etc., as the
case may be.

(b) On the double line, the Official Incharge should have the proper authority to
proceed or the authority to pass the last stop signal in the ‘ON’ position, as
required by the rules for block working.

(iv) If the lorry is required to enter the block section and return to the station from
which it started, the rules given in the Block Working Manual for blocking forward or
blocking back must be complied with.

(v) Under no circumstances, the adjacent line or lines shall be allowed to foul either
on double line or where there is one or more adjacent lines.

S.R.15.27.(3)(a) Flagman should be handpicked men, duly trained and experienced in the
working of lorry. They should have passed in medical category A-3.

(b) Flagmen should know fully the rules to protect and work the lorry. They should be
tested both orally and practically, in respect of these rules either by an AEN or by a  SE
(P.Way). On being found fit to protect and work a lorry, a certificate of competency
shall be given to a Flagman in the following form.-
Shri................................. S/o................................... (designation)......................................at
(station) ............................. has been tested and is found fully conversant with the
sections on which the lorry is to be used, all relevant rules in respect of protection of
lorries and for working them, as well as the latest changes made in them. He is
authorised to work as a Flagman on .....................section. This certificate is valid upto
31st December....................
Station ............................ Signature .....................................

(Authorised Official)
Date................................ Designation ................................

The certificate of competency must be renewed for each calendar year after a fresh test
as prescribed to clause (b) above.

(c) Flagmen should be chosen from permanent or temporary staff and not from casual
labour. However, in case of emergency or where sufficient permanent and/or temporary
men are not available, a panel of Flagmen may be formed out of casual labourers who,
before being put on the panel, must be tested in accordance with the rules and also
should be qualified in Medical Category A-3.   But such use of casual labourers shall
be restricted to minimum extent necessary and their use shall be authorised
personally by an officer, not below the rank of Assistant Engineer. Every time such
casual labourers are put on to work as flagmen, the official incharge of the lorry
should ensure that those Flagmen are aware of their duties and responsibilities.

S.R.15.27.(4)(a) The SE (P.Way) should ensure that Flagmen have a correct knowledge of the
rules in regard to the use of detonators and hand signalling, by examining them once
in three months.

(b) Each Flagman should be equipped with a banner flag, six detonators and a red hand
flag.
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(c) On sighting an approaching train or the Flagmen’s Signal, the lorry must be removed
clear of the line and kept in such a manner that it cannot roll towards the line or
obstruct it in any manner.

(d) Orders to remove signals and advice as mentioned in para 6 of GR.15.27. will be in the
form of hand signal from the official incharge by waving green flag or a lamp to
indicate whether lorry has been removed and placed clear of the track.

S.R.15.27.(5) When two lorries are running together in the same direction the official incharge
of the lorry in rear shall be responsible to see that the distance between them is adequate to stop
the rear lorry within a safe distance in case a lorryman slips from the front lorry or the front lorry
is stopped suddenly etc.

S.R.15.27.(6) The “Trolly Signals” referred to in S.R.15.26.(5) (a) shall also be used in a manner
similar to that indicated in S.R.15.26.(5) (a) for official incharge of lorries working without
block protection to get information whether any train is in sight or if any train is approaching.
When signals are not forthcoming from the observation post, the indication given by the flagman
preceding/following the lorry in terms of G.R.15.27. and Subsidiary Rules thereto shall be acted
upon.

S.R.15.27.(7) Use of Rail dolleys - (1) Manning of Rail Dolley - Every Rail Dolley shall be
manned by not less than two able-bodied men. The person incharge of the rail Dolley shall be a
railway servant not lower in rank than a Gangmate/Keyman. He should have passed in medical
category A-3 and must hold a certificate of competency for working a rail dolley. Certificate of
competency shall be issued either by an AEN or by a SE (P.Way) of the section who must satisfy
himself that the person to whom the competency certificate is being  issued, is fully aware of the
rules of working of Rail Dolley and is also well acquainted with the concerned section.

Certificate of Competency shall be issued in the following form:-
Shri.....................................S/o.........................................Designation................at (Station).. ......... has
been tested and is found fully conversant with the section on which the Rail Dolley is to be used,
all the relevant rules in respect of protection of Rail Dolley and for working them, as well as the
latest changes made in them. He is authorised to work a rail dolley on ......... section (each
section to be mentioned separately).

This certificate is valid upto 31st December...........................

Station ............................... Signature .......................
(Authorised Official)

Date..................................... Designation .......................

The Certificate of Competency must be renewed for each Calendar year after a fresh test.

(2) Working of rail dolley :-

(i) The Railway servant incharge of rail dolley(s) must inspect the section, particularly,
in reference to heaping of ballast, girder, bridges, and any other special features
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which make it difficult to drop the materials and remove the rail dolley. He shall get
the ballast and heaps cleared and work the dolley(s) in such locations only when
visibility is clear for at least 1200 metres and the rails can be dropped safely without
affecting train safety.

(ii) Rail dolley shall not be worked on sections having gradients steeper than 1 in 200.

(iii) Not more than 6 rail dolleys may be worked in a group in any one block section.

(iv) Normally not more than 3 rail welded panels should be carried by rail dolleys.

(v) The rail dolley must not be worked after sunset and before sun-rise and in bad weather
when the visibility is poor. Rail dolley should not be worked in deep cuttings, sharp
curves, heavily built up areas etc. where the visibility is not clear for 1200 metres. In
such locations the rail dolley may be worked under block protection.

Note :- For working under block protection provisions under S.R.15.27.(2)(f) should be followed.

(3) Protection of rail dolley:-

(i) No traffic block or caution order is normally necessary for working of rail dolley
except  as indicated in S.R.15.27.(7)(2)(v) above. Every rail dolley, when on line,
shall be  protected by a Flagman     at    a    distance   of    1200    metres     on    BG   and
800 metres on MG/NG from the rail dolley, on double line in the direction from which
the train may approach, and by 2 flagmen, one on either direction on single line. The
flagman shall also carry 3 detonators for the use in any emergency.

(ii) The Official Incharge of the rail dolley shall keep a sharp look out for approaching
trains and will get the rail dolley and material/s cleared off the track as soon as an
approaching train is sighted.

(iii) The Official Incharge shall be fully responsible for the safe working of rail dolley/s.

(iv) While approaching level crossings the Official Incharge shall look out for road traffic
and ensure safe passage of rail dolley.

15.28. LORRIES  AND  TROLLIES  OUT  OF  USE. - A lorry or trolly, when not in use, shall be
placed clear of the line, and the wheels thereof be secured with a chain and padlock.

S.R.15.28.(1)  When a trolly/lorry/motor trolly is placed on a platform to be loaded in a train, it
should be invariably placed parallel to the track and put in charge of a trollyman who is
specially to be nominated by the person authorised to use the trolly/lorry/motor trolly and
placed where it will not come in the way of passengers, working staff or trains.

S.R.15.28.(2)  As soon as a trolly/lorry is removed from the track and placed clear of it, the red
flag/light referred to in G.R.15.19. shall be removed, but care should be taken to ensure that this
signal is not removed before the line has been cleared of all obstructions.
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APPENDIX ( I )
RULES  FOR  WORKING  OF  ‘ON  TRACK’  TIE-TAMPERS:-

(1)  (i) “On Track” Tie-Tampers are self propelled vehicles. These shall be worked as a train
under the system of working in force and shall be treated and signalled as a train
except as provided below. However, there need not be any Guard or Brake van
attached to these vehicles.

(ii) During Day when the vision is clear up to five “On Track” Tie-tampers may be allowed
under one “authority to proceed” for working within the Block Section and proceed
to next station or come back. All “On Track” Tie-tampers must leave and enter the
station at a time one after another and during the course of the run the official-in-charge
of leading Tie-tamper will be responsible for all the Tie-tampers.

In case of movement from one station to another station, only one “On Track”
Tie-tamper may be allowed under one authority to proceed.

In case of thick, foggy and tempestuous weather as well as during the total
failure of communication, these “On Track” Tie-tampers are not permitted to work on
line.

(2)  Each “On Track” Tie-Tamper shall be in direct charge of Junior Engineer Gr.II(TM/TT)
herein-after called the Operator. The number of Railway, staff on each Tie-Tamper should
not exceed 8. The Operator shall be a qualified person, competent to hold the charge of the
Tie-tamper on the Main Line and also certified to be qualified in the rules and actual
driving and working of the unit efficiently.

(i) COMPETENCY  CERTIFICATE :-

The Operator shall not use/operate the “On Track” Tie- tamper unless:-

(a) He is in possession of a competency certificate issued by the concerned DRM(W).
. This certificate shall be valid for a period of one year from the date of issue.

(b) He is fully conversant with the system of working, signalling of the section and
has undergone road learning as prescribed for Drivers and has recorded this
fact in a competency book kept on the Tie-tamper. This will be countersigned
by Sr. Sectional Engineer(TM/TT) In-charge.

(ii) The Operators of the “On Track” Tie-tamper is responsible for operating,
running of the Tie-tamper and shall follow the schedule of initial training/
refresher courses in train working rules as prescribed for train Drivers.

(iii) He must possess  certificate of Medical fitness in A-3 Medical Category issued by a
Railway Medical Doctor.

(iv) The “On Track” Tie-tamper shall work on the line in the Block section or in the
station yard under the direct supervision of an Engineering Official, not below the
rank of Junior Engneer Gr.II(P.Way) who will be responsible for taking the traffic
block and for protection of the lines while the work is in progress. Hereinafter, he will
be called Official-in-charge of the “On Track” Tie-tamper. Whenever, it works in the
yard, arrangements should be made to protect it as necessary in accordance with
G&S.R.15.27.
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(3) EQUIPMENTS:-
The Operator of the “On-Track” Tie-tamper shall be responsible to ensure that the
following equipments complete in all respects and in working condition, are available on
each “On Track” Tie-tamper before the Tie-tamper is put on a running line :

(a) 10 detonators ;

(b) two red and two green hand signal flags;

(c) two hand signal lamps;

(d) clamp with locking device and key for clamping the token on single line sections;

(e) a watch;

(f) a torch;

(g) an up-to-date copy of the working time table;

(h) an oil feeder with oil;

(i) an up-to-date copy of the General and Subsidiary Rules;

(j) two chains with pad locks;

(k) two clamps with pad locks;

(l) one portable field telephone;

(m) two banner flags;

(n) wooden wedges two nos;

(o) one petromax lamp;

(p) one first aid box; and

(q) any other equipment prescribed by special instructions.

Each “On Track” Tie-tamper must be equipped with prescribed head and tail light, marker
lights, and flasher lights as per G&SR 4.14 to 4.16. While moving in convoy the Tail Board/
Tail Lamp, should be fixed only on the last Tie-tamper in the direction of
movement.

The “On Track” Tie-tamper must have marked on it the number, designation and code
initials of the head quarters stations of the official to whom it is allotted. These particulars to
be painted in white letters on a red back-ground on both sides conspicuously.

(4) RULES  FOR  OPERATION :-

(i) Normally night working of “On track” Tie-Tamper is not permitted except under
special circumstances, when the permission of the DRM should be obtained. While
working in automatic signalling territory, precautions as prescribed for Tower
wagons shall be taken.

(ii) No “On Track” Tie-tamper shall be brought on a running line from the siding ,
stabling line without the written permission of the station master on duty issued in
the form of a shunting order (T/806).

(iii) When the “On Track” Tie-tamper is required to move from one Block Station to
another Block Station, the Operator should run the “On Track” Tie-tamper only
with the proper authority to proceed as defined in GR 1.02(6).
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(iv) The official in-charge, of the Tie-tamper will advise in writing to the Station Master
on duty of his intention to take the number of Tie-tamper(s) on the line. The Station
Master, when putting up line clear enquiry, should clearly state the number of
Tie-tamper (s) entering the section and whether they will be coupled or not.

(v) The following procedure shall be observed for working of “On Track” Tie-tamper.
The section should be blocked for Engineering purpose for imposing a block
between two Block Stations. The Jr. Engineer Gr.II (P.Way) In-charge of “On Track”
Tie-tamper, shall give the written notice indicating whether the “On Track”
Tie-tamper will  proceed to the next station or return to the starting station after
completion of the work; to SM concerned as under :

NOTICE

From: Sectional/Junior Engineer(P.Way) HQ ……….at…………….. station.

 To     : SM……………………………station.

 Notice No……………………..date…………………..

           The line (UP/DOWN line as the case may be on double line) between
…………………..station and……………......station at Kms………...to…......……is
required to be blocked from…………hours to …………hours for working the “On
Track” No. (s)………..........…. for immediate

testing/repairing of track, etc.

Signature of Station Master Signature and Designation

of Issuing Authority

The SM shall consult Control on controlled sections and the SM of the other end
of the block section on non-controlled sections and ascertain the movement of trains
before granting Line Block, if he agrees to the blocking of the line and the duration of
Block that may be granted, the SM shall issue a written authority as under :
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From : SM.............................................Station

To : SE/JE(P.Way)………………………H.Q. at ………………………………Station

No…………………….Date………………………..

Refer your notice no……………….Date……………….

The line (Up/Down line as the case may be on double line)
between………………….station and ………………..station at
Kms……………..to……………is blocked from …………….hrs. to
…………………hrs. for working “On Track” Tie- Tamper(s).

No train will be allowed to enter the block section till the Tie-Tamper(s) is
removed and the line is certified safe by you.

……………………………….
……………………………….

Signature of SE/JE(P.Way)     Signature of Station Master
    with Station Stamp

Before issuing the said authority , the SMs concerned will see that their block
instruments are operated to “Train on line”, “Train going to” or “Train Coming
from”, etc., position as the case may be, according to the type of block instruments.
Relevant instructions for working the different instruments should be observed.
Stop collars must also be placed on the Levers/Buttons /Slides of departure signal
and other precautions like removal of SH/SM’s Key, etc., must also taken and entry
made in red ink in the Train Signal Register.

The Official incharge, SE/JE (P.Way) will accompany the “On Track” Tie-
tamper to its work site.

On removal of the block, the official who imposed such block, shall issue a
safety certificate as under:-

No...................................................... Date.............................

From:SE/JE(P.Way)……….........……H.Q. at…………………………………station.

To : SM………………………………

Refer my notice no……………..dated…………….and your no……………
date………….. The block imposed between…………station and ..........…………
station at Kms………. to……….from……………..hrs. to ……………hrs. is removed
and the line is certified safe for normal working.

Signature of SM Signature and Designation of

Issuing Authority



The SM on receipt of the said certificate will inform control and/or the SM
at the other end of the block section and cancel the block imposed, restore the
Block Instrument to Normal position and make the necessary entries in the Train
Signal Register. Thereafter, normal working may be resumed.

The Official-in-charge of the Tie-tamper shall be solely responsible for seeing
that the section is clear of all obstructions and that the track is fit for traffic at
normal speed before the Token or Tablet and/or T/806  is surrendered, Safety
certificate issued and the engineering block cleared.

(A)     SINGLE  LINE  SECTION  : WORK AND PROCEED  :-
Station Master to do and ensure:  -

(i) Obtain line clear from Station in advance.

(ii) Take ‘OFF’ last stop signal, if any.

(iii) Issue special caution order indicating the number of “On Track” Tie tampers
permitted to work in block section. This shall be got noted and signed by all
the Operators and handed over to Official incharge of “On Track” Tie-tampers
along with Token or Paper Line Clear Ticket as the case may be.

(iv) The Official incharge shall travel on the last ‘On Track’ Tie - tamper.

(v) On completion of work “On Track” Tie-tampers shall be received at
station in advance by taking ‘OFF’ reception signal.

(vi) A competent railway servant shall display a green flag at the foot of first stop
signal till the last “On Track” Tie- tamper enters the station section.

(vii) On arrival at station in advance, official incharge shall hand over the
Token/Line Clear Ticket, Special caution order to Station Master only, when
last “On Track” Tie-tamper clears the block section.

(viii) Official incharge shall certify in writing to Station Master that the track is safe
and fit for train movement.

(ix) Then only Station Master should close the block section.

(B)     SINGLE  LINE  SECTION  -  WORK AND RETURN

(a)   In Token Block Instruments territory:-

Station Master to do and ensure:-

(i) Obtain line clear from Station in advance.

(ii) Take ‘OFF’ last stop signal, if any.

(iii) Issue special Caution Order indicating the number of ‘ON Track’
Tie-tampers permitted to work in block section and thereafter return to
station in rear. This shall be got noted and signed by all the operators and
handed over to official incharge of ‘On Tack’ Tie-tampers along with
Token or Paper Line Clear Ticket as the case may be.

(iv) The Official incharge shall travel on the first ‘On Track’ Tie- tamper.
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(v) On completion of work ‘On Track ‘ Tie-tampers, shall be received at
station in rear by taking ‘OFF’ reception signals.

(vi) A competent railway servant shall display a green flag at the foot of first
stop signal till the last “On Track” Tie- tamper enters the station section.

(vii) On return at station in rear, Official incharge shall hand over the
Token/line clear ticket, special Caution Order to Station Master only
when the last “On Track” Tie- tamper clears the block section.

(viii) Official incharge shall certify in writing to Station Master that the track
is safe and fit for train movement.

(ix) Then only Station Master should cancel the line clear and normalise the
Block Instruments.

(b) Token less Block Instruments territory: -

Station Master to do and ensure:

(i) Block back the section.

(ii) Take out shunting occupation (SH) Key & keep in safe custody.

(iii) Prepare and issue shunting order (T/806) and special caution order
indicating the number of “On Track” Tie-tampers permitted to work
in block section and return to station in rear. This shall be got noted
and signed by all the Operators and handed over to Official incharge
of “On Track” Tie- tampers alongwith T/806. Last stop signal is
passed at danger on written authority i.e. T/806.

(iv) The Official incharge shall travel on the first “On Track” Tie- tamper.

(v) On completion of work “On Track’ Tie-tampers shall be received by
taking “OFF” reception signals.

(vi) A competent railway servant shall display a green flag at the foot of
first stop signal till the last ‘On Track’ Tie- tamper enters the station
section.

(vii) On return at station in rear, Official in-charge shall hand over
T/806, Special Caution Order to Station Master only when last “On
Track” Tie- tamper clears the block section.

(viii)Official incharge shall certify in writing to Station Master that the
track is safe and fit for train movement.

(ix) Put back shunting occupation (SH) key in the block instrument and
then only Station Master should cancel the block back.

(C)      DOUBLE  LINE  SECTION:  WORK  AND  PROCEED

(a) Via Right Line:-

       Station Master to do and ensure:

(i) Obtain line clear from Station in advance.

(ii) Take ‘OFF’ last stop signal.
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(iii)Issue Special Caution Order indicating the number of ‘ON track’ Tie- tampers
permitted to work in block section. This shall be got noted and signed by all
Operators and handed over to Official incharge of ‘ON Track’ Tie- tamper.

(iv) The Official inchage shall travel on the last ‘ON Track’ Tie- tamper.

(v) On completion of work “ON Track” Tie- tampers shall be received at station
in advance by taking “OFF” receptions signals.

(vi) A competent railway servant shall display a green flag at the foot of first stop
signal till the last “ON Track” Tie- tamper enters the Station Section.

(vii) On arrival at station in advance, Official incharge shall handover the Special
Caution Order to Station Masters only when the last “ON Track” Tie- tamper
clears the block section.

(viii) Official incharge shall certify in writing to the Station Master that the track is
safe and fit for train movement.

(ix) Then only Station Master should close the block section.

(b) Via Wrong Line:-

Station Master to do and ensure: -

(i) Obtain line clear on block telephone from Station in rear advising the total
number of “ON Track” Tie- tampers.

(ii) Issue Special Caution Order indicating the number of “ON Track” Tie-tampers
permitted to work in block section and the Station at which ‘ON Track’
Tie- tampers will go on completion of work. This shall be got noted and
signed by all the Operators and handed over to Official in-charges of ‘ON
Track’ Tie- tamper along with Paper Line Clear Ticket.

(iii) All the points over which ‘ON Track’ Tie- tampers will pass shall be
correctly set and facing points clamped and pad locked. Thereafter Station
Master shall issue written authority (T/511) and the ‘ON Track’ Tie- tampers
shall be piloted out of the station by a competent railway servant.

(iv) The Official incharge shall travel on the last ‘ON Track’ Tie- tamper.

(v) On approaching the next station after completion of work, Operator shall bring
‘ON Track’ Tie- tampers to stop opposite the first stop signal pertaining to right line
or at the last stop signal of line (on which they are running) whichever comes
first.

(vi) The Station Master of Station referred to in above para shall ensure that all
points in the facing direction over which ‘ON Track’ Tie-tampers will pass
are correctly set, facing points clamped and pad locked. He shall depute a
competent railway servant at the foot of signal which ‘ON Track’ Tie- tamper
would encounter first. He shall stop the “ON Track” Tie- tempers by exhibiting a
red flag and thereafter pilot them into station on a written authority issued by
Station Master. If the Operators find that no competent railway servant has been
deputed at the foot of signal to pilot the ‘ON Track’ Tie- tamper into the station,
G&SR 4.44 shall be observed.
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(vii)On reaching the station at the other end of block section, Official incharge shall
hand over the Special Caution Order , Paper Line Clear Ticket to Station Master
only when the last ‘ON Track’ Tie- tamper clear the block section and stand clear
of fouling marks.

(viii) The Official incharge shall certify in writing to the Station Master that track is
safe and fit for train movement.

(ix) Then only Station Master should close the block section.

 (D) DOUBLE  LINE  SECTION:  WORK  AND  RETURN

(a) Via Right Line:

Station Master shall do and ensure:

(i) Block forward the line. Station Master at Station in advance will turn the
commutator directly to “Train on Line” position.

(ii) Issue Special Caution Order indicating the number of ‘ON Track’ Tie- tampers
permitted to work in block section return to station in rear. This shall be got
noted and signed by all the Operators and handed over alongwith T/806 to pass
the last stop signal; in ‘ON’ position to the official incharge.

(iii)The official incharge shall travel on the first ‘ON Track’ Tie- tamper.

(iv)  On completion of work, Operators shall bring their “ON track”  Tie- tamper to
stop opposite to first stop signal pertaining to right line or at last stop signal
pertaining to line on which they are running whichever comes first.

(v) The Station Master of stations referred to in above para shall ensure that all
points in the direction over which “ON Track” Tie- tamper will pass, are correctly
set,  facing points clamped and pad locked. He shall depute a competent railway
servant at the foot of signal which “ON Track” Tie- tamper would encounter first.
He shall stop the “ON Track” Tie- tampers by exhibiting a red flag and thereafter
pilot them into station on a written authority issued by Station Master. If the
operators find that no competent railway servant has been deputed at the foot of
signal to pilot the “ON Track” Tie -tampers into station G&SR 4.44 shall be
observed.

(vi) On return at station in rear, Official in-charge shall hand over special Caution
Order, T/806 to the Station Master only when the last ‘ON Track’ Tie- tamper
clears the block section and stand clear of fouling marks.

(vii) Official in-charge shall certify in writing to the Station Master that track is safe
and fit for train movement.

(viii) Then only Station Master should cancel the Block forward.

(b) Via Wrong Line: -

Station Master shall do and ensure :

(i) Block back the line. Turn the commutator directly to “Train on line” position.
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(ii) Issue Special Caution Order indicating the number of “ON Track” Tie-tampers
permitted to work in block section and return to the stations.  This shall be got
noted and signed by all the operators and handed over to the Official in-charge
alongwith T /806.

(iii) All the points over which “ON Track” Tie- tampers will pass shall be correctly set
and facing points clamped/pad locked. Thereafter Station Master shall issue
written authority (T/511) and the “ON track” Tie- tampers shall be piloted out of
station by a competent railway servant.

(iv) The Official in-charge shall travel on first “ON Track” Tie- tamper.

(v) On completion of work “ON Track” Tie- tampers shall be received at station by
taking “OFF” reception signals.

(vi) A competent railway servant shall display a green flag at the foot of first stop
signal till the last “ON Track” Tie- tamper enters the station section.

(vii) On return at station, Official in-charge shall hand over, Special Caution Order,
T/ 806 to the Station Master only when the last “ON Track” Tie- tamper clears the
block section.

(viii) The Official in-charge shall certify in writing to the Station Master that track is
safe and fit for train movement.

(ix) Then only Station Master should cancel the Block back.

(5)       PRECAUTIONS:

(i) The Official in-charge of the “On Track” Tie-tamper is responsible for the
protection of the site of work and also for protection of adjoining track in case of
infringement, if any. He shall also be responsible for safety of track after the
working of the Tie-tampers.

(ii) The Station Master on either side shall inform to Gateman of all the level crossings
 equipped with telephones located in this block section about the total number of
“On Track” Tie-tampers permitted to work in the block section under exchange
of Private Numbers.

(iii) While the “On Track” Tie-tamper are moving in the block section in convoy, it
will be the responsibility of the Operators of Tie-tampers to remain at a distance
of at least 120 meters from each other.

(iv) During the course of working, when required to pass a manned or un-manned
L.C. Gate, each “On Track” Tie-tamper shall stop short of the level crossing and
pass only after ensuring the safety of the “On Track” Tie-tampers and the road
traffic.

(v) The official in-charge of the “On Track” Tie-tamper shall always take four
efficient flagmen equipped with banner flags, detonators, and red hand flags
each, to protect the Tie-tampers. One flagman shall exhibit banner flag at a
distance of 600 meters on either side of the site of work and one flagman showing
a stop hand signal at a distance of 1200 metres on either side of the site of work.
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(vi) Some “On Track” Tie-tampers tend to foul the adjacent lines, while working on
double line sections or in the yard. BRM (Ballast Regulating Machine) may foul
the adjacent line when stretching out its blades. If any part of a Tie-tamper is
likely to foul the adjacent line while working the Official in-charge of the “On
Track” Tie-tamper shall request SM in writing to block both the lines and such
work should only be undertaken, if blocking both the lines has been permitted by
the control and the SM and both the lines have been protected as per Para (5)(v)
above.

(vii) In case of CSM/DUO or any other such Tie-tamper where the operator is not in a
position to get a view of front directly, he shall ensure by deployment of his assistants
in the front/rear cab that any obstruction/infringement i.e. Tie-tamper moving
ahead of banner flag etc. is communicated to him verbally or by display of HS/
Flag etc. so that movement of the Tie-tamper may be controlled accordingly.

(6) PROTECTION  OF  “ON TRACK”  TIE-TAMPER  WHEN  STABLED  AT  STATION:

(i) The running and stabling of the “On Track” Tie-tamper shall be arranged by the
Station Master in consultation with the Section Controller. In case, the control is
not working, the Station Master shall, consult the Station Master of the adjoining
station.

(ii) The “On Track” Tie-tampers shall normally be stabled on a non-running line.

(iii) When the “On Track” Tie-tamper is stabled on a running line due to un-avoidable
circumstances, the mechanical hand-brakes shall be applied and Tie-tamper
shall be securely chained to the rails in accordance with GR 5.23 and SRs
thereunder. Lever Collars shall be placed on the concerned signal levers/
buttons and slide of line on which “On Track” Tie-tamper machine is stabled.

(iv) When the Tie-tamper is stabled, the Operators shall ensure that it is berthed clear
of fouling marks and traps and without obstructing the adjacent lines. He shall
apply the hand brakes and secure by wooden wedges to prevent movement.
The concerned points shall be set against the line on which the “On Track”
Tie-tamper is stabled and such points shall be secured with clamps or bolts and
cotters and pad locks. The keys of such pad locks shall be kept in the personal
custody of SM until the Tie -tamper is ready to leave from siding or running line.
The “On Track” Tie-tamper Operator shall not relinquish charge until he has
satisfied himself that the “On Track” Tie-tamper has been properly secured and
protected as prescribed.

(v) The “On Track” Tie-tamper shall not move into or inside the traffic yard without
shunting order and the permission of the Station Master. No shunting of goods/
passenger stock shall be permitted on the line where “On Track” Tie-tampers are
stabled. No shunting should be performed with the “On Track” Tie-tamper
attached.

(7) FAILURES  &  ACCIDENTS:

(i) Failure in Block sections of the “On Track” Tie-tamper will be treated as accident
under class ‘J-2’. Accidents involving “On Track” Tie-tamper shall be treated as
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train accidents under the appropriate class and action should be taken as per the
rules in force.

(ii) In the event of complete breakdown of the “On Track” Tie-tamper in the section and if
the time required to carry out repairs is likely to exceed 30 minutes, the Official
in-charge of “On Track” Tie-tamper shall send one of his staff to the nearest Station
Master with a report in writing of the circumstances, stating the site of breakdown
and the nature of relief required, if any. However after 15 minutes he should then
arrange for the line to be protected in accordance with G&SR 6.03.

(iii) If, after sending for assistance, the vehicle is repaired and can go forward to the next
station, it shall do so at walking pace and the Official in-charge shall arrange to
protect the vehicle by deputing two person with hand signals and detonators one
each in front and rear of the vehicle, to walk at a distance of 1200 metres and 800
metres on BG and MG/NG respectively. These persons shall clearly show hand danger
signals and in addition, when a train or engine is observed approaching the vehicle,
immediately place detonators on the rails and continue to show hand danger signals
to the approaching train or engine.

(8) SPEED  OF  THE  “ON  TRACK”  TIE- TAMPER:

The speed of the “On Track” Tie- Tamper while passing over points and crossing shall not
exceed 10 kmph. on the straight, it shall not exceed 40 kmph.

APPENDIX ( II )

SPECIAL  INSTRUCTIONS  REGARDING  NEW  WORKS

(1) General :-

(a) The instructions herein apply to works constructed subsequent to the first opening of
a Railway or section of a Railway.

(b) The safety of the travelling public is ensured by the rules laid down in :-

(i) The Railway Act of 1989 (as amended from time to time)

(ii) The General Rules for all open lines of Railways.

(iii) The Railway (opening for the public carriage of passenger) Rules, 2000  (as
amended from time to time) and

(iv) The Indian Railway Schedule of Dimensions.

(c) The rules provide for the legal authorisations that should be obtained from authority
competent to sanction and the procedure for obtaining sanction for any works which
affects the running line before the work is started or brought into use and before a new
section of the line is opened for public traffic.

(2) Classification of works -  for the purpose of these instructions, works are divided into two
classes, namely-
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(I) Works requiring the sanction of the Commissioner of Railway Safety prior to execution
and opening.

(II) Works not requiring the sanction of the Commissioner of Railway Safety.

Class I  -  Comprises  the following :

(a) (i) Under Section 23 of the Railways Act 1989 and chapter VII  of the Railway (opening
for the public carriage of passenger) Rules, 2000, the approval of the Commissioner
of Railway Safety is required for the execution of any work, on the open line, which
will affect the running of passenger trains and any temporary arrangements necessary
for carrying it out, except in cases of emergency.

(ii) For the commencement and opening of the following works, when they are connected
with or form part of the railway already opened, the sanction of Commissioner of
Railway Safety shall be obtained.

(1) Additions, extension or alteration to running line.

(2) Alterations to points and crossings in running line.

(3) New Signalling and interlocking installations or alterations to existing
installations.

(4) New station, temporary or permanent.

(5) Heavy re-grading of running lines involving raising/lowering of track in excess
of 50 cms.

(6) New bridges including ROB/RUB/FOB or extensions of existing once, girders
spans, whether additional or in replacement of existing once including temporary
girders.

(7) Provision of new level crossings, shifting of existing level crossing,  demanning
and down grading, manning of un-manned level crossing, upgrading of LCs
involving changes in method of working or operations (such as interlocking,
Provision of lifting barriers in case of gates) and closing down of level crossings
etc. across running lines.

(8) Permanent diversion (Deviation) less than 2 kms in length without any station in
between and irrespective of length when a new station is involved.

Note: - Permanent diversion more than 2 kms. in length and irrespective of length
when a new station is involved are to be treated as new lines covered by provisions of
section 21 and 22 of the Railway Act.

(9) Temporary diversion irrespective of length, except those laid for restoration of
through communication after accident.

(10)Introduction of electric traction on new/existing routes/permanent diversions/
yard lines/loop lines/siding more than 2 kms. in length; and  irrespective of
length when a station is involved, except temporary diversion introduced for
restoration of through communication after accident.

(b) (i) Application for any alteration, reconstruction or additions that may require the
sanction of the Commissioner of Railway Safety shall ordinarily be made
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fourteen days in advance of the expected commencement of such works pertaining to
passenger trains and sanction obtained before such commencement. When alterations
to the proposals originally sanctioned by the Commissioner of Railway Safety become
necessary, the sanction of the Commissioner of Railway Safety shall be obtained for
such alterations before the works is put on hand.

(ii)  If, for any reason, a sanctioned work is not taken up in hand within 12 months of the
date of a sanction, application shall be made to the  Commissioner of Railway Safety
for renewal of his sanction.

Class II  -  Comprises the following :-

(a) Any new work, alteration or reconstruction not affecting running lines.

(b) Any work which does not interfere with the existing Signalling or interlocking
arrangements or involve new Signalling or interlocking arrangements.

(c) Any new lines/loop lines/sidings not more than 2 kms. in length being laid down and
electrified or for charging of OHE at 2.2/25 KV as an antitheft measure.

In such cases the permission for energisation shall be granted by Electrical
Inspector.

(d) Work necessitated by accidents. The procedure detailed in SR 15.06 shall however, be
adopted.

Note: - In every doubtful case, application shall be made to the Commissioner of
Railway Safety, before commencing the work.

(3) Application for sanction for works  -  Application to the Commissioner of Railway Safety
for sanction for carrying out works affecting the running line shall be made by the Junior
Administrative grade officers in the Division and by the Divisional Railway Manager/Addl.
DRM, if no such officers are posted in the Division. In construction organisations, it shall be
signed by Junior Administrate grade officers of the department concerned on behalf of the Chief
Engineer (Construction)/Chief Signal and Tele-communication Engineer (Construction)/Chief
Electrical Engineer (Construction).

(4) (i) For Divisional works, which involves both Civil Engineering and Interlocking
application shall be signed jointly involved by JA grade officer of both Civil Engg.
and S&T deptt. of the division, in the absence of JA grade officer the application will
be signed by DRM/ADRM. In the case of works executed by S&C application by
DRM/ADRM, in the case of works executed by S&C, application shall be signed by
JA grade officers  representing CE(C) and CSTE(C).

(ii) In all cases, the name and designation of the signatory should invariably be given.

(5) Application for running of new type of locomotives and for rolling stock and for increase
in speed :-

(a) Application to the Commissioner of Railway Safety for sanctioning the running of
new types of locomotives or rolling stock or increasing the maximum
permissible speed on a specified section or sections shall be made 15 days in advance
by the Chief Engineer and accompanied by the following documents :-
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(i) Load diagram.

(ii) Certificates for track strength.

(iii) Certificates for strength of girders.

(iv) Certificates of test runs of oscillation trial (if required by the Commissioner of
Railway Safety)

(v) Certificate in the prescribed form, signed jointly by the Chief Mechanical
Engineer/ Chief Engineer/ Chief Electrical Engineer/Chief Signal and
Telecommunication Engineer.

(vi) A statement in the prescribed form detailing any infringement of maximum and
minimum dimensions involved in the running of the locomotive or rolling stock.

(b) On receipt of such an application, the Commissioner of Railway Safety will, if he so
desires, inspect and/or try out the new locomotives and/or rolling stock and the
Railway Administration shall afford him the necessary assistance to do so.

(6) Prior to the energisation of any section the following certificates and documents shall be
submitted to the Commissioner of Railway Safety;

(a) General Safety Certificate of works signed by CE and CSTE of the Construction
Organisation.

(b) Safety certificates for electrical works signed by CEE of Open Line and CPM/CEE/
Dy.CEE of the RE/Construction organisation.

(c) Safety certificate in respect of electric rolling stock signed by CEE, CME, COM and
CE of the Open Line Railway.

(d) Certificate of Open line officers about the knowledge of their staff regarding safety
rules for electrified sections.

(e) Certificate issued by DRM of Open line regarding introduction of safety
measures, issue of Special Station Working Rules and obtaining assurance of the staff
concerned regarding their knowledge of rules applicable to AC traction.

(f) Copies of Station Working Rules which have been distributed to various Station
Masters.

(7) A Safety Certificate, shall be issued before the work is brought into use.

(8) Inspections by the Commissioner of Railway Safety - When the Commissioner of
Railway Safety notifies his intention to inspect a work prior to opening for the public carriage
of passengers, advice as to when the work will be ready for inspections shall be intimated to him
at least 14 days before it is proposed to open it.

(9) (a) Final inspection by Commissioner of Railway Safety for the introduction of
commercial services on newly electrified sections;
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(i) A special train comprising of an electric locomotive, observation car in the rear
and appropriate number of coaches or inspection carriages for officers and staff
and Guard’s Brakevan shall be kept ready at an appropriate location to take
CRS, CEE, CPM and HODs of RE/Construction organisation alongwith concerned
Divisional officers of Open Line and Sr. Officers of RE/Construction organisation
for a final inspection as per a pre-arranged programme. The officers on the
special train shall furnish whatever information/clarification sought by CRS
and CEE.

(ii) During this inspection Commissioner of Railway Safety will particularly examine
the safety and operational aspect, inspect the rule books, registers in possession of
staff and test the knowledge of staff such as engineering gangs, substation staff,
transportation staff at stations, cabins etc.

(b) Sanction of Commissioner of Railway Safety for electrified section:-

Subject to the trial run being satisfactory, an “all concerned message” may be issued
by the Commissioner of Railway Safety communicating his sanction for the introduction
of commercial services.

After the receipt of CRS’s sanction commercial services may be commenced either
immediately or subsequently. It is, however, desirable wherever possible to check the
current collection at different speeds during night time, when hauling a fully loaded
train. These tests may be conducted jointly by Dy. CEE(OHE)/RE, Sr.DEE(TRD) and
Sr. DEE(RS) along with representatives of the OHE contractor. Defective working
noticed shall be rectified as soon as possible and on successful completion of the tests,
a joint certificate shall be given confirming that full commercial working may be
introduced.

(10) Submission of Safety Certificate-

(a) The Commissioner of Railway Safety while according his sanction, may or may not
 propose to inspect the works.

(b) (i) Should the Commissioner of Railway Safety decide not to inspect the work prior
to opening, the Safety Certificate, together with the certificates referred to therein,
shall be completed and submitted before the work is opened by the Engineer(s)
in-charge and a telegram/message, when so required, despatched to the
Commissioner of Railway Safety. Copies of the Safety Certificates shall be sent to
the Divisional Railway Manager, the Chief Engineer and/or the Chief
Signal and Telecommunication Engineer and/or Chief Electrical Engineer.

(ii)   The Safety Certificate for Engineering works shall ordinarily be signed by the
Assistant Engineer. In the case of works involving Tracks and Bridges and/or
Signalling and Interlocking, the Safety Certificates may, if required be signed
jointly by the Engineers concerned.

(c) If  the Commissioner of Railway Safety decides to inspect the work prior to opening, he
will, after inspection in the company of the officers concerned, communicate in
writing his sanction to open the work.
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(11) Deviation from plans approved by the Commissioner of Railway Safety - If the material
deviations from the plans approved by the Commissioner of Railway Safety, which affect the lay
out of lines or the arrangement of signals or the working Rules, are found necessary, his prior
approval to such deviations shall be obtained with reference to the application first made.

(12) Special Instructions Regarding Safety Certificates For Signalling Works  -  The following
instructions shall also be observed regarding the submission of Safety Certificates for works
involving Signalling and/or Interlocking :-

(i) Sanction of the Commissioner of Railway Safety is required under rules 4.10 to speeds
over 15 kmph. Speeds in excess of 15 kmph but within the speeds permissible for the
Standard of Signalling, subject to any local restrictions necessary, may be permitted
on the Chief Engineer’s Safety Certificate.

(ii) Only a Gazetted Officer of the Signalling department shall initiate the Safety
Certificate for works involving  -

In case of purely signalling works, S&T Officer will initiate the safety certificate. In
case works involving P.Way in interlocked portion of the yard, Engineering officers
jointly along with officers of S&T and other departments shall initiate the safety
certificate.

Note: - By “initiate” is meant that a Signal Officer certifies that the arrangements are
in accordance with the Signalling Plan sanctioned by the Commissioner of Railway
Safety.

(iii) The Sr./Divisional Engineer shall in all cases against the restrictions of speed in
accordance with clauses (i) and (ii) above, and shall order their removal when
authorised to do so by the Sr./Divisional Signal and Telecommunication Engineer.

(iv) In the case of Joint Works carried out by more than one department, the Safety
Certificate shall be signed by Junior Administrative Grade officers in the Division and
by the ADRM or by Divisional Railway Manager, if no such officers are posted in the
Division. In Construction Organisations, it shall be signed by Junior Administrative
Grade officers of the department concerned on behalf of the Chief Engineer
(Construction)/Chief Signal and  Telecommunication Engineer (Construction). Then it
shall be submitted to the Commissioner of Railway Safety.

(13) Special Instructions Regarding Safety Certificates for Electrical Works-

The Certificates in the prescribed proforma as detailed after para 21020 of the Chapter X
of ACTM vol.-I Part-I shall be submitted to the EIG for obtaining permission for energisation of
Sections/Lines irrespective of the fact whether CRS’s sanction is required or not.
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(14) Special instructions in connection with Signalling and Engineering works  -

(a) For the purpose of these instructions, works are divided under the following heads:-

(i) Routine maintenance work in connection with the Signalling and
Interlocking gear which do not require the issue of Traffic Working
Order in addition to the provisions of Rule 3.51.

(ii) Ordinary Engineering maintenance work which is executed on running
tracks during daylight hours, inside or outside station limits under traffic
and without interference to the train service and which is of such a nature
as not to require the issue of Traffic Working Order whether or not they
require the application of Rules 15.08, 15.09 and 4.09.

(iii) Additions and alterations and works, other than routine maintenance, in
connection with the Signalling and interlocking gear which requires Traffic
Working Order to be issued by the Divisional Railway Manager, in
addition to the provisions of Rules 3.51(3).

(iv) Additions and alterations and works affecting running lines within
station limits carried out by the Works Branch which involves interfer-
ence with the normal train service and which require Traffic Working Order
to be issued by the Divisional Railway Manager, in addition to the
provisions of Rules 15.08 and 15.09.

(v) Works affecting running lines outside station limits which will or are likely
to interfere with the normal train service and which require the imposition
of Line Block.

(vi) Works inside or outside station limits which require the opening of
temporary diversions or bridges and which require, the issue of Traffic
Working Order by the Divisional Railway Manager.

(b) In the case of items (iii) and (iv) of clause (a) above the official responsible for
carrying out the work,  shall send a Special Notice to the Divisional Railway
Manager, at least ten days before the work is due to commence, advising him when
the work will be commenced and requesting him to issue Traffic Working Order
for the working of traffic during the time the work is in progress. A copy of the
Notice shall also be sent to the Station Master of the station at which the work has
to be carried out. The Divisional Railway Manager receiving such Notice shall at
once prepare Traffic Working Order and issue them to all concerned. Only after
the issue of Traffic Working Order, the work shall be commenced. The Station
Master shall be responsible for ensuring that all staff at the station responsible for
the working trains understand them and carry them out. The date and time at which
the work is actually commenced shall be communicated to the Divisional Railway
Manager by the official who sent the special notice.

(c) Overhauling of Interlocking Lever Frame, Interlocking Key Boxes and Station
Master’s Slide Control Instrument.
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(i) During such overhauling, the station shall be worked under special
Instructions to be issued by the Divisional Railway Manager in conformity
with Rule 3.38.

The SSE (Signal) incharge shall issue the Disconnection/Reconnection Notice
to the Station Master and obtain his signature before the
commencement of and after completion of overhauling.

(ii) Overhauling of Interlocking Lever Frames :

Mechanically Operated Points:-

The Station Master should ensure that all the facing points (controlled
from the lever frame being overhauled), over which the trains will pass
are correctly set, clamped and padlocked. Similarly the trailing points on
the route are also correctly set.

Electrically Operated Points:-

Station Master shall ensure that all facing and trailing points over which
the trains will pass over are correctly set, clamped and padlocked. The
points on the other end of corresponding cross over shall also be correctly
set, clamped and locked.

L.C.Gates:-

Interlocked LC Gates controlled by the respective signals, should also be
closed against Road traffic and locked before permitting movement.

The Divisional Railway Manager shall issue detailed Temporary
Working Instructions for each phase of work in case the work is done in
phases.

48 hrs. advance notification regarding Date and Time of work
proposed to be taken on hand and its probable duration shall be given by
concerned senior supervisor incharge of the work.

On getting confirmation from Sr. DOM, the Supervisor incharge of work
shall issue notification alongwith disconnection memo to ASM on duty.

Caution Orders for observing the speed restriction etc. shall be given by
concerned officials as specified in the Traffic Working Order.

Caution Order shall be issued for work.

At Colour Light Signalling Stations:

During the period of overhauling the reception and despatch signal will
assume caution aspect only. The Distant and 2nd Distant signal shall assume
caution, attention aspects respectively. The advanced starter shall not be
taken off.
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Lower quadrant signalling stations:

The Advanced Starter and Warner signals shall be kept at ‘ON’. The
reception and despatch signals can be taken ‘OFF’.

Multiple aspect upper quadrant signalling stations:

Proceed and attention aspect of Home/Starter/Advanced Starter and
Distant signals shall be suspended. The reception and despatch signals
can be taken ‘OFF’. Works extending beyond one day shall be carried out
under Traffic Working Order (T.W.O.). Caution Orders shall be issued as
per rules.

(iii) During overhauling and Interlocking of key boxes, the yard is treated as
totally non-interlocked. It is the personal responsibility of the Station Master
to ensure that all points over which the train movement takes place are
correctly set and locked and LC gates are closed and locked to the road
traffic before permitting any movement. It should also be ensured that no
simultaneous movements take place during the period of non-interlocked
working.

(iv) During the Overhauling of Station Master’s Slide frame, it is not possible to
work on the existing slide for reception and despatch of trains.

     The following procedure need to be adopted:-

(a) The advanced Starter shall be suspended.

(b) Proceed and Attention aspects of all signals shall be suspended. In lower
quadrant signal territory, Warner should be suspended during the
overhauling.

(c) The Station Master slides control for reception signal shall be temporarily
by passed during the overhauling. The cabins shall be manned by Station
Master during the period of overhauling and exchange of private number
with Station Master on Platform for train working.

(15) Notification to Railway Officials when Opening Works  -  Except as described in paragraph
17 below, no new work affecting the running of trains or the working of the traffic at stations
shall be brought into use until staff of the Branches concerned have been notified by means of a
circular issued by the Divisional Railway Manager. Timely intimation of the date of the opening
of works shall be sent to the Divisional Railway Manager whenever any new or revised Working
Rules are to be brought into operation to enable him to give the running staff due notice.
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(16) Opening of Temporary Diversions or Bridges -

(a) When opening temporary diversion or bridges for traffic, the following
instruction shall be observed.

(i) Atleast 14 days before the restrictions is to come into force, the
Divisional Engineer shall send a notice, in the prescribed form to the
Sr./Divisional Operations Manager, Sr./Divisional Signal and
Telecommunication Engineer, Sr./Divisional Mechanical Engineer,
Sr./Divisional Electrical Engineer, SSE (Loco), SE (C&W) of the depot
stations at both ends of the runs of the Drivers concerned, including SSE
(Loco), SE (C&W) of the Depot stations immediately on either side of the
temporary diversion or bridge, Traction Distribution Supervisors, the
Transportation Inspector, the Station Masters of the Head quarter stations of
Guards concerned and the SE (Signal), specifying the nature of the restriction
and the approximate date on which it will come into force. This notice shall
be followed by a second notice, in the prescribed form, giving the actual date
and time at which the restriction will be applied. The second notice shall be
issued at least 7 days before the actual date of commencement.

(ii) SSE (Loco) or other Official-in-charge at each end shall issue the
necessary Notices and Instructions to Drivers who shall sign the book
maintained therefor and comply with Rule 4.30.

(iii) The Station Masters of the Head quarters stations of Guard’s concerned shall
issue the necessary Notices and Instructions to Guards who shall sign the
book maintained for the same and comply with Rule 4.30.

(iv) When Line Block is required, the procedure laid down in SRs under GR 15.08
shall be observed.

Note: - Temporary diversions or bridges shall not be opened for traffic earlier than the
time notified in the prescribed form except in consultation with the Divisional
Railway Manager.

(b) Where the opening of the temporary diversions or bridges required the issue of Traffic
Working Order, the Sr./Divisional Engineer shall ensure that Traffic Working Order is
issued before commencement of such work.

(17) Works resulting from accidents  -

(i) An abbreviated procedure to be adopted in the case of accidents, as laid down in
Section 24 of the Railways Act 1989 is reproduced below :-

“When an accident has occurred on a railway resulting in a temporary
suspension of traffic, and either the original lines of rails and works have been
restored to their original standard or a temporary diversion has been laid for the
purpose of restoring communication, the original lines of rails and works so restored
or the temporary diversion, as the case may be, may without prior inspection by the
Commissioner, be opened for the public carriage of passengers, subject to the
following conditions, namely:-
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(a) the railway servant incharge of the works undertaken by reason of the accident
has certified in writing that the opening of the restored lines of rails and works, or
of the temporary diversion will not in his opinion be attended with danger to the
public; and

(b) a notice of the opening of the lines of rails and works or the diversion shall be sent
immediately to the Commissioner.

(ii) The certificate (in the prescribed form) shall be signed by the representative of the
Works Branch-in-charge of the work before opening it. This certificate shall be
despatched to the Officers concerned. The Engineering representative shall hand over
a copy of the certificate to the representative of the  Transportation Department at the
site of the accident and the latter shall not permit the passage of traffic over the
restored line or the diversion until he is in possession of the certificate.

(18) Opening of  New Works within Station Limits -

(a) On receipt of sanction to open a new work, the Sr./Divisional Engineer, or the
Sr./Divisional Signal and Telecommunication Engineer, or the Sr./Divisional Electrical
Engineer (Traction Distribution) shall arrange with the Divisional Railway Manager
the date on which the new work is to be handed and taken over. After the new work is
handed over, the Sr./Divisional Engineer, the Sr./Divisional Signal and
Telecommunication Engineer, the Sr./Divisional Electrical Engineer (Traction
Distribution) shall advise the Chief Engineer/Chief Electrical Engineer/ Chief
Signal and Telecommunication Engineer/Chief Operations Manager.

(b) When the work is important and affects a running line, the Engineering and
Operating Officers shall be present.

(c) When the work is not important and does not affects a running line, the Officer of the
concerned department may authorise the Inspector of his department to hand over the
work, and the Divisional Railway Manager may authorise the Transportation Inspector
or Station Master to take over the work.

Note :- (i)   The Transportation Officer or Supervisor, who takes over a new work, shall
satisfy himself that the levers, signals, points and connections work freely and
properly and that the installation fulfils its object. He shall also see that the signal
lights are properly focussed, that the back-lights are clearly visible from the place
required by the rules, and that the Electric Repeaters where provided, correctly
represent the indication of the signals which they repeat.

(ii)  Before issue of the Certificate and taking over any interlocking installation, the
Transportation Officer or Supervisor shall instruct the station staff responsible for
working the interlocking installation and test them in their knowledge of the
signalling diagram exhibited at the station and of the rules and working instructions
in connection therewith.

(iii) No person shall be placed in-charge at stations where interlocking installations
have been provided unless the Transportation Officer or Supervisor has satisfied
himself that such person has a full knowledge of the working of those stations.

***************
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